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Welcome
to Glassboro. We re-
turned to GSC in au-
tumn equipped with
now-familiar feelings of
anticipation, with a
fresh pack of expecta-
tions formed from the
years before, and with
out work cut out for us.
For many students,
September was the be-
ginning of the end as we
prepared to wrap up our
stay at Glassboro State
College. We are now
ready to make use of the
various kinds of educa-
tion we received here.
For others, September
kicked off another se-
mester with another
chance to get it right;
another chance to final-
ly schedule that class
that seemed to be of-
fered once a decade; an-
other chance to try to
break the GSC record
for accumulated park-
ing tickets; another
chance to beat our old
personal best for fewest
textbooks bought in a
semester, and its com-
parison, highest grade
achieved without a
book.
Autumn brought us
into the school year
and, whether we ever
realized it or not, would
hold part of a chain of
events that brought us
to wherever we are
today.
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The marble front of Bunce Hall is a scene that iden-
tifies Glassboro State College to everyone.
Annie Evans and friends are shown above at Spring Weekend's
"Swingin' Safari" festivities.
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There are some sights on the
Glassboro State College campus
that have become familiar and
integral parts of the landscape.
They are part of the college's
identity and are distinctive GSC
landmarks just as surely as New
York's skyline identifies that city
or the Eiffel Tower says "Paris."
During a typical weekday, a
student might go to his first class
and, on the way, pass painted
bedsheet after bedsheet an-
nouncing college activities,
The daily ritual of checking the mail, whether or not any is expected, is
an automatic act for most students.
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That Looks Familiar
strung from trees and telephone
poles like someone's wet laun-
dry. Entering the building, he
might grab the latest Whit or
Venue from one of a dozen stacks
on the floor in the lobby on his
way to class.
Another student coming from
another part of the campus
might pass the water tower, (re-
ferred to as the "Starship Glass-
boro" by senior Lori Muth and
friends) curse the squirrels while
dodging a rain of acorns, and en-
ter Bozorth, where according to
the clock out front, time stands
still at 7:05.
Other habits and rituals were a
part of our day-to-day, activity,
like the noontime mailbox cere-
mony or hide and seek games
with parking guardhouse atten-
dants. They will be easy enough
to break out of after leaving, but
will probably creep back into our
consciousness sooner or later as
memories of our stay at GSC.
0!
Students receive yet another instructor's handout.
Opposite page, top left, and center: This elaborately decorated Volks-
wagon Beetle also coined a message, and became familiar to many as it
was often seen zipping around campus.
7
Hanging Loose On Campus
On any relatively
mild day, a quick tour of
Glassboro State College
would show students re-
laxing in the sunshine
all over campus. It was
almost as if the rise in
temperature caused a
proportionate increse in
the earth's gravity, pull-
ing students to the
ground for studying,
napping, socializing or
suntanning.
It is never hard to
find an appropriate spot
to sit back for awhile be-
tween or after classes.
Most students had some
personal preferences,
but favorite locations
were the circular bench-
es in front of the Stu-
dent Center, the court-
yard opposite Savitz
Library, any wall or
staircase that provided
adequate back support
(or, for that matter, any
stationary horizontal
plane), and, of course,
beautiful Bunce lawn,
immortalized by Under-
graduate catalogues and
Admissions application
booklets.
These photos show
some of our finest exam-
ples of students practic-
ing the art of "hanging
loose". Even the floor of Evergreen Hall lobby will do as a desk.
GSC CLOS
DUf
JUNE, JUL
Left: Glassboro baseball coaches absorb their
team's moves. Above: Judging by some students,
GSC was closed Fridays in September, October,
November, December, January, February, March,
April and May as well.
In photos above and right, students take advantage of warm weather to get
a break from school work.
D FRIDAYS
ING
/, AUGUST
e at Student Center
Occasionally, a sunny spot is the right
place for a bit of studying.
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This section of the
yearbook is dedicated to
all of the students who
attend Glassboro State
College. In the course of
a hectic, fast paced,
non-stop life here at
Glassboro, some stu-
dents might be missing
out on the little details
and interesting trivia
that surround this col-
lege. So prepare your-
self for these mind-bog-
gling, truly fascinating
pieces of trivia, and
maybe, just maybe
someday they will ap-
pear on Jeopardy.
HELLS BELLS??
Are there really bells
in the bell tower atop
the Edgar F. Bunce
Hall? One might believe
that the bell tower is
just a worn out, over-
used, advertising prop
that appears on just
about every pamplet
and brochure printed
for this school. Howev-
er, there are actual me-
chanical bells inside the
tower. These bells were
donated by Glassboro's
Alumni Association and
joyously ring out each
May to start the gradua-
tion ceremony.
Everything You Always
Glassboro State College . . .
YOUR DOOR IS AJAR!
I, like most students,
have an occasional class
in the very much run-
down Bunce Hall.
When walking up the
steps to enter Bunce, I
immediately notice this
very strange and rusty
metal bar. This bar is
sometimes holding the
door open, however
most of the time it just
lies there leaving "fos-
sil-like" impressions of
rust onto the cement. As
I walk into the building,
I see more of these bars
holding the doors open
inside. I thought it was
strange to have these
weird metallic pieces of
material serving as door
stops, so I investigated.
The conclusion reached
from my investigation
revealed that these met-
al bars are called arbors
and are used in the Wil-
son and Tohill The-
f = §
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Wanted to Know About
But Were Afraid to Ask
atres. The arbors serve
as weights on a pully
system that allow props
to be raised or lowered
onto and off the stage.
ABBOTT AND COS-
TELLO LIVE
IN CHESTNUT
On your travels
through the Glassboro
campus, have you ever
noticed a small pond
near Chestnut, with a
large variety of shop-
ping carts in it? Have
you ever wondered
about the name of this
intriguing pond? This
small body of water is
known as Abbotts Pond.
It is believed to be
named after a local
farmer who owned the
land where half of the
GSC campus is now lo-
cated. Legend has it
that a young boy
drowned in this pond in
the late 1950s. So when
you prepare your shop-
ping cart for the deep
six, remember the leg-
end of Abbotts Pond.
"I'LL TAKE COL-
LEGE NEWSPAPERS
FOR 200 PLEASE."
While eating lunch
and reading The Whit,
did you ever notice that
your sandwich turns
black? If so, it is proba-
bly because the ink
from the paper transfers
onto your fingers,
hands, arms, face, etc.
Upon interviewing a
member of The Whit, I
discovered the very
complex and in-depth
reason for this problem.
I was told that their
publisher, who shall re-
main nameless, uses a
poor quality of ink. To
solve this problem, The
Whit would probably
need more funds from
the SGA, or would have
to switch publishers. I
don't know about you,
but I wouldn't feel like
my Thursdays were
complete without a lit-
tle of The Whit's ink on
my hands.
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Kenneth Clay, Dean of Wayne Hoffner, Dean of Harold W. Lucius, Dean of William Morris, Dean of
Academic Administration Students Business Administration Fine and Performing Arts
Minna Doskow, Dean of Marion Rilling, Dean of Larry Reader, Vice- Shirley 0' Day, Graduate
Liberal Arts and Sciences Professional Studies President for Studies Coordinator
Administration and Finance
Bursar's Office Management Institute
Slyvia Nestore Philip Tartaglione, Bursar Ruth Skole Lois Wigglesworth
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From left: Lena Layton, Anne Favinger,
Jim Lovegrove, Bette Vallaster, Lenora
Popp and Kenneth McGill
Gerry Looney Sam Raffa, Administrative
Asst.
Robert Collard, Asst. Vice- Carol Schoener, Secretary to
President for Administration Robert Collard
Center For Counseling and Career
Daniel Dougherty, Asst. Salvatore Spina, Asst.
Director Director
Doral Lau, Secretary to Student Center
Gerry Looney
From left: Annette McCully, Robert Zazzali, Julie Peterson
and Dennis Lehr
Development
Eileen Stutzbach, Career Cindy Lynch, Asst. Director
Counselor
.9 W ©
Law/ From left: Anthony Salerno,Herbert Douglas (Chairper-
Justice ^StVSSS&. Wilson Music Building
Donna Kochis, Tod Burke
and Michael Briant
From left: Thomas Wade,
Veda Zuponcic, Benjamin
Christy, Dean Witten and
Harold Oliver.
Music
Foreign
Language
Bunce Connie Ambrosia, Secretary Erika Freiberger-
Sheikholeslami
John Jones
Barry Massuda
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Enrique Pujals Josefina Pujals Maria Ciavarelli
Bruce Bradway
Sandy Carnuccio,
Secretary to the
Dean
Harry Cuthbertson
William Deane
Kathryn Fenich
William Enslin
Diane Hamilton
Linda Johnson
Marie Hunt,
Secretary of
Management
Steve LeShay,
Chairperson of
Marketing
Gene McCormick
Thomas Michael
Shirley Morrell
Linda Ross,
Chairperson of
Management
James Strong
Mary Tichich
William Tobin
Carol Welsh
Oliver Winn
Business
Administration
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Economics
From left: Benjamin Hitchner, Thomas Hamer,
Peter Kressler, Pat Jenkins (Secretary) and Ha-
bib Jam
English
From left: Nathan Carb, James Haba, Judy Scotton Sec, Edward
Wolfe
Speech/Theatre From left: Robert Clapp, Philip Graneto, Richard Kislan, DavidLloyd, Edward Streb
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Front row from left: Andrew Prieto, Eliza-
beth Moore, Nellie Hornstein and Charles
Green. Top row from left: Harry Ger-
shenowitz, Elwood Nichols, Richard
Meagher (Chairperson) and Gary
Patterson.
Bosshart Hall
Life Science
Front row from left: Donald Zalusky, Alex
Borowec, George Leder and Donald Far-
nelli. Back row from left: Charles Schultz,
Leon Goldberg, Lee Dinsmore (chairper-
son), Wallington Woods, C. Joseph War-
ing, Phillip Landis, Robert Newland and
Mark Chamberlain
Physical
Science
Health And
Physical
Education
Esbjornson Gymnasium
Carolyn Addison Evelyn Bell, Secretary Brenda Bolay
Nancy Buhrer John Fox William Fritz Daniel Gilmore Theodore Kershner
I J**
Edith Thompson Anna Marie Wilson, Secretary
Philosophy/
Religion
Laurel Hall
James Grace,
Chairperson
Gordon Maclntire Albert Shaw Warner Sizemore
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John Ottiano Charlotte Rheiner Burton Wasserman Byron Young
Home
Economics
From left: Lois Winand, Hel-
en McConnell, Ethel Pickett
Lynne Levy and Cynthia
Wilks
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From left: Frank Orlando,
John Gallinelli, John Hum-
burt, Tom Tsuji, Mike
Gueard, Paul Von Holtz
(Chairperson), John Gal-
lagher, Leigh Weiss, Joseph
Byrer
Industrial
Education
Foundations
Of
Education
From left front row: Stanton Robinson Classroom
Langworthy, Margaret Tan- Building
nenbaum, Joseph Pizzillo
and Denise Harper (Secre-
tary); top row: Albert Taylor
(Chairperson), Frank Good-
fellow, Richard Zahn and
Fred Detrick, Jr.
John Clanderman Sharon Davis Carolyn Hamlet Donna Hathaway
Jay Kuder Gerald Ognibene Jerry L. Rosenberg Tom Vivarelli
Special
Education
Reading/Speech
Correction
From left: Edwin
Reeves, Estelle Brown,
Ethel Combs, Margaret
Cagney, Nicholas DiO-
bilda, John Corcornan,
Bruce Foster (Chair-
person)
From left: Jay Chaskes, Flora
Young, Mark Hutter, John My-
ers, Pearl Bartelt, Susan Thom-
son, Wilhelmina Perry, Manju
Sheth
Sociology
Elementary
Ed
From left, top row: Diane Basich (Sec), Robert Blough, Evelyn Borgen, George Brent, Carl
Calliari; second row: Helen Kemery (Sec), Louis Molinari, Randall Robinson, Carmela Sorrentino.
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Educational
Admin.
From left, front row: Maurice
Verbeke, Edward White Jr. (Chair-
person), Mario Tomei; back row:
Richard Smith, Mary Jane Connelly,
Marian Campsen (Sec.)
From left, front row: Richard
Johnson (Chairperson), Rita Walsh
(Sec); back row: Mohammed Rasi-
duzzaman, Robert Becker (deceased)
Political
Science
Geography
From left: Edward Behm,
Wade Currier (Chairper-
son), Charles Stansfield
and Chester Zimolzak
Secondary Ed.
From left: Thomas Gallia
(Chairperson), Rose
Glassberg, James Mi-
chaelson and Janice M.
Ley (Sec.)
History
Aaron Bender Robert Harper Robert Hewsen Mona Johnston (Sec.) Lee Kress
II
I iMjjfi B B III.lfll! I Psychology
Richard Porterfield Marie Wanek
(Chairperson)
From left: Elliott Schreiber, Barry Loigman, Mel
Moyer, Gary Brosvic, Janet Cahill, Gene Elliott, Donna
West, Karen Heiser, Linda Jeffrey and Eleanor Gaer. 25
Marilyn Collins
Herschel Engebretson
Professor Grupenhoff receives a
skateboarding lesson from one
of his film students.
Linda Bateman
Cynthia Corison
Ricshard Grupenhoff
Mary Ann Palladino
Cheryl Belfiglio,
Secretary
David Cromie,
Chairperson
Thomas Kloskey
Janice Poley
Pat Birmingham,
Secretary
Michael Desilets
Antoinette Libro
Kathryn Queeney
John Collins
Ned Eckhardt
Judith Nadell
Don Stoll
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Comm unicaHons
Library Staff
1HE9S33
Carol Clark
Viola Connely
Mary Ann Curtis
Albert Gorgoretti
Dorothy Gorman
Laverne Hines
William Kardas
Shirley Truitt-
Neuman
Virginia Porch
Gregory Potter
Sandor Szilassy
College
Store
Cathy Tursi
Nicholas Yovnello
Front row, from left:
Jim Davey, Thomas
Podorski, Frank Hen-
ninger, Verona Victa,
Barbara Convery, Ruth
Gras. Back row, from
left: Mary Taylor,
Mary Ann Askin, Glad-
ys Jones, Mary Hutch-
inson, Dorothy Car-
bone, Loriaine Modzel-
ewski
Learning Skills
Center
From left: Dr. Daniel Sastic,
M.D., Mary Louise Santoro,
R.N., Merle Davis, R.N., El-
sie Brusco (Supervisor of
Nursing Services) and Mary
I. Brown, R.N.
/
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Academic Advisement
Ivory Buck, Jr., Assistant Robert Donaghay, Assistant Betty Park, Secretary
Director Director
Betty Griffin, Reading Area
Supervisor
Ruth Hook, Secretary
Joseph Pino, Director Charlotte Ryan John Davies, Director of
Admissions
Mary Lathrope
28
EOF King Scholar Office
Norma Kaye
f*
William Myers
1
Ollievita Brown Russ Walsh
Computer Services
19
Ife Azikiwe Nancy Cary Robert Loscher Magdalena Natal
<*fc
Theresa O'Shea
Al i
Gwendolyn Roland Bob Wear From left: Harold Feflie, Pat
Donahue and Mark Snyder

I
Faculty, Staff, Administrators . . .
!2
Mailroom
Calvin Ellis, Director of Howard Puhn, Supervisor From Left: Richard Pustizzi, Joe Hembrick, James Kerrigan,
Cooperative Education of Food Service Donna Rambone, Herbert Thomas, Andrea Sargent, Nebras-
ka Clarke and Rodney McCowan
Jeffrey Toughill, Supervisor
of Security and Safety
Maintenance Staff. From left: May Warrington, George Frierson,
Rayfield French, Russell Massimino, Ronald Bannon, Mary Ann
Miller, Andrew McCalley, Agnes Mezzatesta, Jack Scully, April
Potts, Dennis Carr, Charles Whitman, and Clifford Williams
The Parent Co-operative Day Care Program provides entertaining and Pat Dease, Director/Teacher
instructional services to the children in attendance. of Parent Co-Op


Maybe 8:30 AM—
maybe earlier
—
you'd
get up and get ready
for they day. Stepping
into your first class,
you'd be greeted by the
same group of people,
possibly the only ones
ever to see you up
at that hour. The daily
news round up would
update your activities
since class last week or
2 days ago. If you were
lucky anough to sleep
in, the morning might
be cartoons and
Pop Tarts.
Noon brought a few
options; going out to
lunch was an attractive
choice after a trying
morning. There was
also the discovery of
new places to have
lunch delivered like
classrooms, offices,
parking lots, and so on.
If it was necessary to
work through lunch
into the afternoon, it
would mean going to
clases or holing up
back at home to get
work finished. That
work time might give
way to settling back
with the soaps or some
classic television: Gilli-
gan or the Beav.
The evening would
be a time for late meet-
ings and check-ins,
and making dinner
plans. They might be
something improvised
at home or maybe d-
out in front of the TV
with friends. As the
evening turned into
the night, routines
would start to become
evident. Certain
friends that had a
fondness for night
prowling might drop
in; maybe it would be
movie night on some-
one's VCR; nighttime
might also be prime
work hours, like time
to get typing done for
cramming for morning
exams. Of course, night
also occasionally
meant crawling into
36
A Day In The Life, GSC Style
bed for a luxurious 7 or
8 hours sleep. Then the
day would begin again.
upper left: Students could be found relaxing all
over the Student Center pit, but this one was
surprised to be found with a camera directly
above, center left: Our cross country team gets
in a few more laps practice on the track, bottom
right: Skateboarding to class is becoming in-
creasingly popular on the GSC campus.
Above, this cheerleader patiently waits for the next play from the
Profs.
These photos depict a range of scenes
from 1986 Homecoming: quiet Holly-
bush on the morning of the parade, the
students heading for the game, and
scenes from other activities.
Forever
G.S.C
PRESIDENT
far left: A huge
crowd gathers to
watch the Profs
tackle another
season, left: Dr.
and Mrs. Herman
James are proudly
part of the Home-
coming paprade.
Team members listen intently as strategic plays are decided,
center right: Big Edsel performs for the partiers at the Home-
coming dance, right: An unusually quiet moment during fall
Homecoming.
Eating At GSC
Food is a necessity and here at variety of food from hot or cold their meal tickets and cash cards
GSC, there is no exception. The sandwiches to pizza. In spite of upstairs in Winans, the cafeteria,
newly built Snack Bar offers a this, students still opt to also use

Special Thanks To . . .
Glassboro State College,
Never To Be Forgotten
Alma Mater, we greet thee; all
praise to thy name;
Thy banner unfurls to the
breeze.
Thy children salute thee, and
pledge to thy fame.
As soldiers who drink to the
less.
All about thee arise the first
temples of God;
Lifting high leafy arms to the
sky;
And the flowers that bloom in
the green of the sod,
Seem to love thee too fondly to
die.
'Loved school, it is thine to
impart to thy youth
The wisdom within thy fair
walls;
May we daily teach others,
with courage and truth,
The lessons we learn in thy
halls.
Thou art more than a plan;
thou art more than cold
stone;
Thou art Spirit, and Beauty,
and might.
And the standards we raise in
the years 'neath thy dome,
Are the standards for which we
shall fight.
Ada P. Schaible, '24
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Right, one student combines lounging
in the sun and studying.
Below, a couple in the Student Center
poses.
Directly above, two students enjoy an afternoon event.
Chestnut Hall at left,
was in its second
year in operation at
GSC. At right, two
students are caught
in their natural
habitat.
At the end of the day, the path to Ever-
green Hall is unusually empty.
Communications are a big part of life, and student life is no exception. At left,
John Contarino makes a technical decision while out on a film shoot. Below is
Mimosa Hall, a large and centrally located residence hall.
This secluded part of the campus shows
the fall colors just starting to turn.
Below, Renai Ellison strikes a pose and
flashes a smile.
Above, a part of student life was WGLS. This
personality is shown at work in the studio.
At left,
Susan
Fuccello is
caught
acting as a
trash can
ornament.
The college emergency squad acquired a new emergency vehicle,
as shown above
4?
clockwise, this page, from upper right: This student enjoys one of the
last sunny days of Fall in front of Wilson Music Building, center right:
Off-campus living was a housing option for upperclassmen, and many
students called the Crossings home, bottom right: These two students
show how necessary it is to work together as they do lab work in
chemistry class, bottom left: Tom McQuaide had to be prepared for
anything as he opened up the film editing room every day. upper left:
The new television studio in Bozorth received lots of publicity.
Evergreen Hall, the only single sex dorm left on campus, provides housing for up Senior Mary Stewart takes a quick
to 204 women. break between classes.
These students are shown in front of Savitz, on their
way from class.
Mansion Park offered 75 apartments to students for more inde-
pendent living.
<*9
i
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My College Life at Glassboro State
-satisfying hunger pains with a trip to
the Acme
-fighting for the bathroom with my
suitemate
-opening my box & finding air mail
everyday
-missing club meetings
-snacking between classes in the
Student Center
-taking long naps
-missing classes when I oversleep
-having a super sub delivered to my
room
-deciding which it will be, Carson,
Rivers or Letterman.
-cramming for finals
-going to church, sometimes
-choosing professors
-pledging to start my diet tomorrow
-paying my large phone bill
-shopping sprees at Deptford Mall
-finding the old tests for the same
course
-making excuses for not taking tests
on time
-applying for credit cards
-waiting for someone to call
-meeting new people
And finally . .
-thanking the Lord, I am graduating!
^


Camden Urban Center - The
Other GSC
For many years, Glassboro has
provided a higher education op-
portunity to a diverse racial, eth-
nic and socio-economic student
body.
Glassboro opened the "Cam-
den Urban Center" in the fall of
1969. There are approximately
400 full and part-time students
enrolled in the day and evening
classes. The current major degree
programs offered included Law-
/Justice, Psychology, Sociology
and Elementary Education.
The branch campus occupies
four floors of the Commerce
Building. The space is provided
for 10 classrooms, an art studio,
library, bookstore, child care fa-
cility a computer center and
offices.
The Camden Urban Center
encourages its students to partic-
ipate in clubs and co-curricular
activities that are structured for
a multi-ethnic and linguistically
diverse student body.
A
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Philip
Barry's
The
Philadelphia
Story
Marriage and materialism was
under fire in this bright and en-
gaging comedy about high life on
the Main Line.
The Philadelphia Story, di-
rected by William C. Morris, was
presented by GSC's Department
of Speech/Theatre/Dance. It was
written by one of America's wit-
tiest and most graceful comic
stylists, Philip Barry.
The entire cast gave the audi-
ence a magnificent performance.
They were superb in the story of
a woman, sort of a Sleeping
Beauty, until a cocky fellow
opened her eyes to her own
weaknesses and the world's reali-
ties. The switch is this guy
doesn't get the girl.
Leary Crowned
Dawn Leary was crowned Miss
Black Glassboro State College of
1987 on Jan. 31 at the Wilson Re-
cital Hall.
Leary, a junior business major,
was one of five young women who
competed in the college pageant,
now in its seventh year.
Daphne Evans received first run-
ner-up honors. The other contes-
tants in the pageant were Kimberly
Foster, Dorothy Mims and Cortin-
zia Shockley.
The crowd was entertained
throughout the contest with an
opening song, "Lift Ev'ry Voice
and Sing" performed by Linda Sis-
trunk and Cynthia Gillison's dance
routine to "Black Butterfly".
Jeanette Brown, Miss Black GSC
1984, recited a poem and the inter-
mission was kept lively with a song
by Linda Stokes.
The contestants were judged in
five categories: Preliminary Judg-
ing, Introduction Speech, Casual
Wear, Formal Wear and Spontane-
ous Question.
Leary has been in many contests.
"I have participated in the Miss
Glassboro State College Scholar-
ship Pageant, Miss Gloucester
County, Leary said. "This is my
second year competing in the Miss
Black Glassboro State."
She had previously been selected
first runner-up in the 1986 pageant
which was won by Deborah Smith.
As winner, Leary will be serving
as Mistress of Ceremony at all
Black Cultural League sponsored
events. In addition, she received a
cash prize, a one year membership
to Four Seasons Health Spa, one
year free hairstyling, a tiara, a tro-
phy and more.
Leary has some advice that she
feels other young black women
might be interested in hearing.
"Entering pageants allows me to
learn more about myself and my
capabilities. I meet new people and
have a great time," Leary said. "I
encourage other young ladies to
run, it's a great experience."
6
Florio
Speaks Out
To
South Jersey
Congressman James J. Florio
spoke at the Management Insti-
tute Newsmaker Luncheon in
the ballroom on November 19,
1986.
Mr. Florio discussed, "Federal
Issues of Concern to South Jer-
sey." In his lecture, he called our
attention to the fact that govern-
ment policies affect our everyday
lives. He covered a broad array of
topics, ranging from the Anti-
Trust Laws and the F.T.C., to
Deregulation and the E.P.A.
The recently re-elected con-
gressman is a representative for
the first Congressional District,
and has served three terms on
the New Jersey Assembly. Mr.
Florio is a graduate of our sister
institution, Trenton State
College.
Puerto Rican Students In Action
Sponsored Festival, A Hit!
Dance Party At The Boro

CEC Halloween Party

Campus
Comedy
Night
Drinking and driving don't
mix! Is it worth it? That was the
message at the BOGO sponsored
Campus Comedy Night.
Big Daddy Graham of
WMMR's Morning Zoo per-
formed his hilarious musical
comedy, "Call In Sick" for an ex-
cited crowd.
Fraternities and sororities
took the stage to perform come-
dy skits, doing anything for a
laugh!
For his efforts, Alpha Phi Del-
ta's Joe Cassano came away vic-
torious after his demostration of
his morning ritual (far right,
page 75).
Campus Comedy Night, an ex-
citing evening of fun laughs, and
entertainment for everyone.
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Fun And Laughs While Getting
The Point Across
Student Life And Development
Lip Sync Contest

George of the Jungle would
have been proud of Glassboro
State College's Spring Weekend
'86, Swingin' Safari.
The festivities got off the
ground with the Class of '88
sponsored event, "Boro Goes Ba-
nanas." With WGLS disc jock-
ey's Matt Santos and Joe
Chauncy, and a special appear-
ance by a local South Jersey
band, "AKA," even the beasts of
the jungle were tamed.
Meanwhile, the Rathskeller
took a different hue as those 21
years of age and older walked
into a "Coconut Cabana." Fun,
music and friends were the main
elements at this event, even if
Pina Coladas were not available.
On Friday students celebrated
with a Pigmy Pig Roast and Car-
nival in the afternoon proceeded
by the "African Queen Cocktail
Party." The evening was made
complete with a traditional style
Lip Sync Contest. No singing ba-
nanas entered, but the winning
act was Kristina Levins and Glo-
ria Millsa as Madonna and Jelly-
bean performing "Sidewalk
Talk."
What do you call a gathering
of over 1700 people, three top
musical groups, friends and a
great day? It's a Jungle Jam of
course, with music supplied by
the Toasters, Beastie Boys and
Smash Palace, while the fun was
supplied by all who attended.
The Toasters, a fairly new group to the
area, sang their hearts out at the con-
cert. Their sounds flooded the area
while their energy provided a vibrant
stage performance.
Smash Palace is a local band
from the Delaware Valley with a
distinct Delaware Valley sound.
They have appeared in video on
the Prism cable channel program
"Philly Sounds," They have a
single released locally that re-
ceives airplay in Phildelphia ra-
dio, "Borderline," which they
performed as the finale at Spring
Weekend 1986, along with "No
Love Lost Today."
The Toasters are a New York
city reggae band that opened
Spring Weekend's Swinging Sa-
fari. They performed their songs,
their versions of the classics,
"Gimme Some Lovin': And "Se-
cret Agent Man." Their style is
characterized by a high-energy
stage presence, and a variety of
members; they include a full
brass section, bongos, women vo-
calists, and a front man that sets
the tone as the enthusiasm of the
band fills the stage.
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Shielding the sun's rays, these men
activities.
watch the day's The Jungle Jam was a time to relax and enjoy good conversa-
tion, music and fun.
There was plenty of food, and such a
variety, that it was able to keep every-
one happy.
Flying Frisbees with friends was just Students lined the guard rails to get a
one of the many outdoor activities en- better look at the entertainers,
joyed by students.
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Prior to the beginning of the Jam, rains kept many students Jungle Jam goers listened and watched as various bands took
looking for cover to keep dry. the stage.
The Beastie Boys performed their hits such as "Hold it Now, Hit It," She's On It"
and "Slow and Low" for the GSC crowd.
Beastie Boys
Energize
GSC
The Beastie Boys gave a dy-
namic performance for everyone
in attendance at the Swingin' Sa-
fari Jungle Jam.
This energetic rap band excit-
ed the crowd with their latest hit
"She's On It". This particular
song of the group's has been per-
formed as a video.
The Beastie Boys performed
in B-boy style and had the crowd
dancing on their feet. They
forcefully spoke the words to the
song and their various move-
ments provided added emphasis.
A collection of their most pop-
ular songs were chanted to the
enthusiastic crowd. The group
members had the crowd shouting
back excitingly along with them.
They set the crowd on fire
when they asked "What time is
it?" The response "Time To Go
Awol" was yelled by the electri-
cally charged mass.
This rap band put on a spec-
tacular show for their audience.
The crowd was left jumping,
shouting and stimulated.
Rapping to the beat, the tunes of the
Beastie Boys filled the air.
The music of the Beastie Boys brought This band member gets the attention of
the crowd to its feet. all as he raps to "She's On It."
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Clockwise, upper-left:
Glassboro State President
Herman James delivered his
speech encouraging the grad-
uating seniors to "reach out
and touch somebody's
hand."; Delbert Payne,
chairman of the local Board
of Trustees, giving his gradu-
ation address.; New Jersey
Governor Thomas H. Kean
was the keynote speaker at
Glassboro's '86 Commence-
ment; Governor Kean ac-
cepts his honorary degree
from Chairman Payne and
President James.
Class Of '86 Bids A Fond Farewell
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Graduation, the event
that's been waited for
for four years winds
down to one day, a few
hours, a moment. As
graduating seniors walk
side by side with friends
and classmates relief,
anticipation, and sor-
row are all emotions so
intense they can be cut
with a knife. A rose, a
smile, a tear are all re-
minders of what the
past four years have
shown and what an un-
known future holds.
Both President Her-
man James and keynote
speaker, Governor
Thomas H. Kean ad-
dressed the Class of '86
with words of encour-
agement and praise.
The class was then
treated to a beautiful
rendition of "That's
What Friends Are For,"
by the Glassboro Con-
cert Choir under the di-
rection of Clarence W.
Miller Jr. There was not
a dry eye on the front
lawn of Bunce, as se-
niors, families and
friends reflected on
friendships made and
experience gained.
After the conferral of
degrees the choir again
sang. The closing song
being one of inspiration
and sentiment. "Reach
Out and Touch Some-
body's Hand" is exactly
what the graduating
class of 1986 did, not
only physically with
those they stood beside
but also with those who
were present on a beau-
tiful day in May to wish
them well in their fu-
ture endeavors.
Pete Price, senior class president, addresses his class. Mark Chamberlain, former Glassboro President, sat with the
group of speakers.
The Class of '86 prepares for their procession.
Renee DeBarry anticipates receiving
her diploma.
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Governor Kean is shown against the
backdrop of the ceremony, Bunce
Hall. The photographers gather in
front of the platform, while the class
of '86 is shown filling Bunce Lawn.
College administrators and faculty
take in the commencement exercises;
Members of the class of '86 approach
the ceremony. Members of the col-
lege faculty await their entrance.
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The cap of one graduate expressed the thoughts of many.
Graduates above applaud Dr. Herman Susan Cancglin attentively watches the The Grads rise for the Benediction.
James' speech. proceedings.
8S

Over 800 diplomas were handed out
as in the scene to the left.
The elated Rick Greco poses with
family after the ceremony.
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66Great Moments
In
History
Senior Marie George won the Home-
coming Queen competition. She was
later escorted by the Homecoming
King, Tim Carlson. As float after float
rolled by, they were judged by the panel
of judges watching from the corner of
Main Street. The parade was led by the
GSC Marching Band through
Glassboro.
Larry Lewis calls the plays during the Glassboro-Ramapo homecoming game. This player avoided a tackle and aided
the Profs in their 28 to 0 victory over
Ramapo.
"The Wizard of Oz" was the first film made in color, and this
float won second place for Alpha Phi Delta and Alpha Epsi-
lon Psi.
PTTCHfK1
"Women in History" was a natural theme for Evergreen
Hall's float.
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Great Moments In Homecoming
Glassboro's 1986 Homecoming
weekend began Thursday on Oc-
tober 16 with the Boston Tea
Party. It was held in the Rat for
all students 21 and older. The
Liberty Bell Gong Show was
held that same night in the Stu-
dent Center Ballroom. The show
was organized by Junior Class
President Keith Forrest. The
winner was Cheryl Orsini who
sang "All at Once."
Friday was something of a dis-
appointment due to rain that
caused the bonfire to be be can-
celled, but the activities started
back up at 11 o'clock Saturday
morning with the parade
through town.
This year's winners of the float
competition were as follows:
Delta Zeta and TKE won fi
first place with their Boston Tea
Party float, depicting a ship full
of "Indians" and colonists with
boxes of tea.
Second place went to Alpha
Phi Delta and Alpha Epsilon Psi
and their float showing the first
movie that was filmed in color,
"The Wizard of Oz."
Delta Kappa Epsilon and Kap-
pa Lambda Psi took third place
with their "Wild Wild West"
float, showing cowboys and set-
tlers under covered wagon.
The Homecoming football
game against Ramapo was a
great victory for the Boro. The
Profs won 28-0.
Later, Social Hour was a full
Continued on p. 92 89

clockwise from upper right: Quarter-
back Larry Lewis and fellow teammate
Greg Gosnell approach the field to start
what will be a winning game, bottom
right: The GSC Marching Band led the
Homecoming Parade through the cam-
pus, bottom left: This student was part
of the ZBT and Alpha Delta Epsilon
float showing the first man on the
moon, center right: The color guard is
shown here leading the parade from the
GSC parking lot. upper left: This float
shows Noah's Ark as interpreted by the
Newman Center, center photo: Quar-
terback Larry Lewis is ready to make
another successful pass and score for
the Profs.
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clockwise from bottom left: The GSC cheerleaders
seemed to know what they were doing. The Profs
never gave Ramapo a chance, as the final score indi-
cated. In the stands, spectators and members of the
marching band are riveted to the action below.
Continued from p. 89
house, making it a big success.
Heather Cahill, Senior Class President,
organized the entire Homecoming weekend
and received a well-deserved letter of
thanks and congratulations from Robert
Zazzali, Director of Student Life and Devel-
opment. Through the hard work of Heather
and all the others who worked on the Home-
coming Committee, Homecoming 1986 was
a great success.
Cheryl Orsini captured her second win judges Ron Johnson, Jerry Looney, Kathy Small, and Mike Donovan were pre-
m the Gong Show singing Whitney sented with an unusua l question: to gong or not to gong?
Houston s hit "All at Once."
The Cavity Creeps were moonlighting WGLS deejays who dis-
played a more visual act: brushing their teeth with the same
toothbrush and glass of water.
Ed McLoughlin performed a stand-up comic act.
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Bonita And Friends Present A Night Of
Mostly Opera
On Sept. 25, 1986, the Bonita
Bachman-Granite and the Most-
ly Opera Quartet brought classi-
cal tunes to the college campus in
the Wilison Concert Hall. The
performance consisted of a vari-
ety of opera highlights as part of
the 1986-87 Celebrity Concert
Series.
The first opera, Don Giovanni
by Mozart, revolved around a
courtship. It was performed with
a mixture of comedy and serious-
ness. Another opera, Die Fleder-
mavs by Puccini, took place at a
ball and contained much dancing
and fun.
The crowd was also enter-
tained with Madame Butterfly
by Gershwin. This is a story
about a Japanese Girl who mar-
ries an American naval officer
who later abandons her.
The fourth opera, Porgy and
Bess by Offenback, was a violent
opera with Porgy emerging a
tragic hero.
The final musical presentation
was by Verdi entitled Rigoletto.
This is a melodrame with touch-
es of grim humor. Rigoletto's
scheme is to protect his daugh-
ter, Gilda, from the Duke. This
opera is very dynamic and
intense.
Many of the opera were based
on a lover's struggle and the
struggle was expressed by the
singers' voices.
Bonita Bachman-Granite, who
assembled this opera collection,
is the musical director and pro-
ducer of the Glassboro State Col-
lege Opera Workshop where she
is also an associate professor.
Denise Coffey performs with Robert Wallace and Bonita In this scene, from Madame But-
robert Wallace, baritone and ten- Bachman-Granite perform a se- terfly, Bonita utilizes her mezzo-
or James Longacre. lection from Porgy and Bess. soprano range.
Jukes GSC
The Student Activities Board
was off to a great start at the
beginning of the Fall semester
with an astounding performance
by Southside Johnny and the As-
bury Jukes.
The show opened with a per-
formance by Tommy Keene, an
innovative, up and coming rock
performer who warmed up the
rocking crowd at Glassboro State
College.
Following Tommy Keene and
his band, Southside and his
Jukes came to Esby Gym, pre-
pared to rock GSC with every in-
strument they needed to put on a
unique and dazzling perfor-
mance. The band came armed
with keyboards, percussion, lead
and bass guitars and an excep-
tional horn selection which in-
cluded a trombone, saxaphone
and trumpet.
Southside Johnny and his
Jukes possess the ability to write
exceptional lyrics, and portray
outstanding musical capability.
The voice of Southside himself is
filled with so much power and
intensity, that he almost drowns
out the back up.
The Jukes opened up with
"Back to School," and immedi-
ately went into their ever-popu-
lar, "Talk to Me," with South-
side encouraging the audience to
sing along. Other tunes the audi-
ence responded to included,
"The Fever" and a slow version
of "Don't Walk Away" as op-
posed to the faster, peppy
version.
Bursting with excitement and
full of energy, Southside had his
fans dancing and singing along to
his well-known tune, "I Don't
Want to go Home" which even-
tually lead to the Jukes' most
popular song among college stu-
dents, "Havin' a Party."
All in all, Southside Johnny
and the Asbury Jukes proved to
be an exciting as well as satisfy-
ing, musical extravaganza.
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President James discusses the cermeony with
Norma Kaye.
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To the left, College ad-
ministrators sing, along
with the choir, words of
inspiration and encour-
agement. To the right,
student members of the
college community gather
around Norma Kaye, as-
sistant director and coun-
selor from the EOF pro-
gram. Below is pictured
four members of the EOF
office, Bill Myers, Lizziel
Sullivan, Norma Kaye
and Ollievita Brown.
Members of the Peer Referral and Orientation Staff provided their services by
assisting in the convocation ceremony.
Freshman
Official
Welcome
Class Of 1990 Receives
Convocation '86 was held
Sept. 17, 1986 at the Wilson
Concert Hall. This traditional
event was held especially for
the newest members of our col-
lege family, the class of 1990.
The convocation address
was delivered by the inspiring
Dr. Deborah P. Wolfe, Vice
Chairperson of the New Jersey
Board of Higher Education.
College President, Herman
James, gave an intellectual
message to the freshman class.
He stated, "We embark togeth-
er, pursuing new hopes, new
dreams, new challenges . . ."
The freshmen who attended
the convocation felt that it was
a part of reaching for their
dreams and a commitment to
the pursuit of knowledge here
at Glassboro State College.
EOF counselor, Norma Kaye, reflects
upon her years as a freshman in college.
The musical tunes of the college choir filled the Wilson Concert Hall.
A Cat On A Hot Tin Roof
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, a Pulit- 1950s on a plantation home in dy, George Brown, in order to in-
zer Prize Winning play by Ten- the Mississippi Delta. The main herit the plantation; the lies of
nessee Williams, ran for a solid aspects of the play deal with the big Daddy's illness, all seem to
week in mid-October as our own failing marriage and Brick's ex- work together as a hidden theme
GSC Campus Players performed cessive drinking. Also there is _ or storyline that makes this fab-
this dramatic love story. minor theme of lies and lying, ulous play, also very intriguing.
The story is mainly about the » and the toll they take on each The acting was truly profes-
dissolving marriage of Brick, character. sional, as well as the costumes,
John Thompson, and his wife The lies that are haunting lighting and scenery, which
Margaret, Kelly Flanagan. Brick's marriage; the lies that are made Cat on a Hot Tin Roof a
98 The play is set in the mid being told by Gooper to Big Dad- real enjoyable pleasure to watch.

The Nutcracker
Highligh ts
The
Christmas Season
i
What would a Christmas cele-
bration be without the Nutcrack-
er Ballet? The Campus Players
performed the annual holiday
event before a full house in the
Wilson Concert Hall. The perfor-
mance included the traditional
Sugar Plum Fairy, as well as
many sparkling dance routines
performed in the classical ballet
style.
It was a night of enjoyment
that seemed to ring in the holi-
day season and capture that spe-
cial feeling of Christmas.
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International Students
Since its interception in 1961,
the International Student Pro-
gram at Glassboro State College
continues to grow in becoming
home to a global mix of students.
Through this program interna-
tional students can contact the
international student advisor
whenever they experience any
problems. The advisor is able to
assist these students by giving
them direction. Also, should the
need arise, contact can be made
with the appropriate embassies
or other representatives of the
perspective country.
Presently, nearly one hundred
International Students, repre-
senting twenty-three countries,
attend Glassboro State College.
Students of all cultures and na-
tional origin work, study and
play together and share a cama-
raderie we hope will shape to-
morrow's society.
International Picnic was a time to get to
meet others.
Above, International Students pose with college president, Herman James; To the right,
International Week gave the students a chance to exchange their diverse cultures.
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Activities At The Boro
Upper right, Graduation, Interna-
tional Student succeeds; Lower right,
Students discuss their experiences
while at GSC; Lower left, Members of
the English as a Second Language Pro-
gram kick up their heels during the In-
ternational Picnic.
i
fi - air
v-
Musical entertainment was provided at the International Dinner; Above, students dis-
play their native fashions
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Tri-Col Benefits From Project Santa's Efforts
Project Santa '86 celebrated its
20th year as a fund-raising event
at Glassboro State College.
Project Santa's events began
on Wed., Dec. 3 with its annual
Tree Lighting Ceremony to start
things rolling. Some of the prom-
inent guest speakers included
Father Mike Mannion, Dory Gil-
crest, Jared Hermalin of TRI-
COL and President Herman
James.
Following this, was the Celeb-
rity Auction with guest appear-
ances by The Bud Man, the Phil-
ly Phanatic and our very own
President Dr. Herman James.
The Celebrity Auction was spon-
sored by the Class of 1989 and
was the biggest fundraising event
for Project Santa 1986.
On Wednesday and Thursday
during the day, area vendors
came to the Student Center to
sell their crafts. Thursday night
was the Battle of the Bands con-
test, with Shark winning the
competition.
On Friday night there was a
New Year's Eve Party which in-
cluded an ADE sponsored Drag
Beauty Show and a TKE slave
auction.
All the proceeds benefited the
Tri-County Council on Alcohol-
ism located in Cherry Hill and
serves the counties of Burling-
ton, Camden and Gloucester.
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Student
Government
Association
SGA
Executive
Board
From left, front row: Ron Johnson
(President) and Mary Ann Firullo
(Treasurer); Second row: Heather Ca-
hill (Class of 87 President), Brooke Wil-
kinson (Statewide Team Chair), Paula
Darpino (Executive Vice-President),
Mike Bergman (2nd Vice-President),
Cherly Orsini (Secretary) and Ray Sol-
tys (Student Financial Control Board
Chair); Back row: Keith Forrest (Class
of '88 President), Chris Knoth (Senate
Chair), Howard Rosenblath (Class of
1990 President), Jill Lantz (Public
Realtions Director) and Andrea Walsh
(Class of 1989 President)
The Student Government Association (SGA) is the official voice of students in
college affairs and coordinates students activities on campus.
The purposes of the SGA are to maintain meaningful student input in college
affairs, provide a coordinating group for students activities and to provide services
for the welfare of the students and the college.
Class Of
1987
Executive
Board
From left, front row: Heather Cahill
(President), Sal Spina (Advisor) and
Denise N. Jupiter (Tresaurer); Second
row: Faith Long (Vice-President); Back
row: Sue Davies (Advisor) and Andrea
Koelbel (Secretary)
Class Of 1988 Executive Board Front row: Keith Forrest (Presi-dent); From left, second row: Wendy
McLees (Vice-President), Mary
Dunleavy (Treasurer), Russ Meyer
(Secretary) and Joanne Silvani; Back
row: Darcy Teibel, Patty Testone
and Doreen Dooley 113
Class Of 1989 - Executive
Board
From left, front row: Jo-Ann Gurevitch
(Secretary), Bill Crowe (Vice-Presi-
dent) and Andrea Walsh (President);
Back row: John Neill (Treasurer) and
Chris Torricelli (Public Relations
Director)
Class Of 1990 -
Executive
Board
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Front row: Howard Rosenblath (Presi-
dent); From left, second row: Mary
Weydt (Treasurer), Frank DeMarchi
(Vice-President) and Jim Jordan
(Secretary)
J. -
Project Santa
Project Santa is a non-profit organi-
zation that raises money for a different
charity selected each year. The charity
sponsored is in the immediate area of
the college, and in December a "Project
Santa" marathon is held to raise funds.
From left, front row: Mary Dunleavy,
Darcy Teibel (Asst. Director), Doreen
Dooley (Director) and Diane Williams
(Treasurer); Second row: Andrea Walsh
(Celebrity Auction Coordinator), Kim
Wilson, Gail Wilson (Public Relations
Director), Patty Testone (Secretary),
Stephanie Bishop (Advertising) and
John Davies; Back row: Lauren Levine,
Tina Petrie, Debbie Wilson, Terry
Campesi, and Susan Davies (Advisor)
The Student Activities Board provides O^V-
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campus entertainment such as comedi- OtUQGllt J\CtlVltlGS IjOBTCI
ans, guest speakers, major artist con-
certs and weekly movies. 115
Kappa Lambda Psi Sorority
From left, front row: Dawn Cangia-
losi, Tammy 0. Benson (Vice-Presi-
dent), Lisa M. Kus (President), Laura
Blake, Sue Gilchrist, Kim Sperber, and
Faith Axelrod; Second row: Dana
Geczik, Shelia Driscoll, Kristen Loch
and Laura Sapanar; Third row: Debbi
Holland, Lisa Pacelli, Sarah K. Cavan-
augh, and Denise Schaefer (Secretary);
Fourth row: Natalie Gaynor and
Cathy Bare; Fifth row: Kathy Kramer,
Nancy Lupia, Karen Campo, Karina
Winser and Cindy McHugh; Sixth
row: Ruth Bunting, Jean Strain, Sherri
Rosengold, Patti Boffa and Trish Can-
dela; Seventh row: Cara Leone, Lau-
rie Jarvis, Dale Westly and Kelly Free-
man; Top row: Ilene Avnet
Front row: Nancy Heffernan;
From left, second row: Cindy
Hammond, Trish Cicchetti
(Vice-President), Joanne Faust
and Monica Cesareo; Third
row: Michelle Pia, Nance Sodon
and Jackie Rattazzi; Fourth
row: Gloria Montano, Valerie
Lambert, Paula Van Niekerk and
Pam Heilman (President); Fifth
row: Holly Ruggiero (Secre-
tary), Tracey Burns, Eileen
Sinon, Mary Meade and Linda
Nicholas; Sixth row: Joanne
(pledgee) and Sue Perry; Back
row: Kelly (pledgee), Sue Hab-
ley (Treasurer), Leighann
(pledgee) and Tracey Haas
Sigma Gamma
Rho Sorority
Sigma Gamma Rho is a soror-
ity dedicated to high scholastic
achievement, and its motto is
"Greater service
—
greater pro-
gress." It has also sponsored the
Black film Festival, Project San-
ta, and fundraisers for the needy.
From left, front row: Frances
Jackson (President) and Linda
Sistrunk (Vice-President); Back
row: Nebraska Clarke
116 Sigma Delta Upsilon Sorority
Delta Zeta Sorority
From left, front row: Kathy Ketrick
(House Manager), Debbie Madvay
(Treasurer), Cindy Wilhelm (1st Vice-
President/Membership), Pilar Roettger
(President), Jackie Ertle (2nd Vice-
President), Donna Madvay (Secretary)
and Deidre Miller (Social Chairperson);
Second row: Dena Salmons and Lisa
Chrisite; Third row: Nancy Articolo,
Chrissy Merriam, Colleen Hughes, Kim
LaMastra, Lynda Kubik and Maria
Simner; Fourth row: Barrie Goldman,
Karen Crispen, Liz Safka, Cindy
Schisler, Debbie DeCamp, Jennifer
Comly and Suzi Cook; Back row: Na-
dine Rubin, Sue Surasky, Daniella
Zambon, Linda Goldstein, Elise Rappa-
pat and Robin Davison
Delta Kappa
Epsilon
Delta Kappa Epsilon is an interna-
tional fraternity whose chapter at GSC
consists of about 35 men. Members
avidly participate in campus functions
and the brothers are involved in various
activities ranging from athletics to Stu-
dent Government.
From left, front row: Mike Brown,
Jim Rippas, Keith Kleiven (Treasurer)
and Gus Perna; Second row: Billy
Hannon, Chris Shondell (Vice-Presi-
dent), Drue Merkel (President), Dave
Miller (Secretary) and David Landy;
Third row: Pete Corby, Bill Giberson,
Darren Desmond, Harry O'Neill and
Mike Kraidman (Secretary); Top row:
Al Kosloski, Robert Ocheski and Rick
Bumbera
Tau Kappa
Epsilon Fraternity
From left, front row: Pat Devany,
Patrick Killian and Steve Quagliero
(President), Second row: Jason Koen-
igsberg (Treasurer), Steve Bond, Mike
Clark, Tom Sanczyk and Pat Johnson;
Third row: Charles Robert Fritsch,
Dave Arensman and Ross Hoffnagle;
Fourth row: Dan Bauwens, Scott Lo-
pez and Bob Falchi; Fifth row: Joe
CI eaver (Secretary), Pete Yasuk (Vice-
President) and Jason Timony; Sixth
row: John Krupp, Gary Klein, Drew
Lederman, Zach Romano and Rich
Christina; Seventh row: Jim Gun-
ning, Demitrius Payne, Jason Mazzaro
and Joe Nicilosi; Back row: Gerry
Blundo and Ken Carlsen 117
Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity
From left: Derik McNair (Treasurer)
and Ricardo Valmon (President)
<ic
Zeta Beta Tau
Fraternity
Zeta Beta Tau is a fraternity consisting
of 36 active members on campus who
participate in academic, social and com-
munity affairs From left, Back row:
Scott Etzel, Bill Wondra, Mark Grif-
fiths, J.B. Sless; Second row: Tom Mul-
roy, Snake; Third row: Chuck Butler,
Todd Jerman, Tom Dellane, Joe Den-
oia, John Greenburg, Mike Logan;
Fourth row: Rob Becker, Mike Rankin,
Mike Newman, Tom Jannarone, Phil
Cooney, Jeff Horn, Frank Donnelly;
Front row: Matt Ferry, Eric Fetrow,
Gary Zalis, Goliath, Mike Gallun and
Billy Barca.
Alpha Delta Epsilon
Sorority
Alpha Delta Epsilon is a sorority ded-
icated to service as well as social activi-
ties, The group participates in fun-
draisers for charities, formals, mixers,
Homecoming, Project Santa, and the
MS Marathon. From left, front row:
Lureen Ferretti; From left, second row:
Jill Lantz, Brooke Wilkinson, Karen
Bates, Lynette Secchiutti and Michele
Wogan; Back row: Stella Cunes, Donna
Sampson and Betty Jean Jankowski
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Sigma Beta Tau
Fraternity
From left, front row: Katie Spillert,
Joe Austin, Joe Zyskowski (President),
Duane Card (Vice-President), Dennis
Halidenn and Tim Wasiljews; Second
row: Linda Jacobson, Lauren De-
George, Tim Kides, Lou Joseph and
Diane Habler; Third row: Kevin
Moran, Wayne Ferri, John Logan and
Abby Rosin; Top row: Greg Fenning
and Ed Charlier.
Theta Pi Omicron
Sorority
From left, front row: Karen O'Brien,
Denise Burns (Pledge Mother), Margie
Koehl (President), Sue Lee (Vice-Presi-
dent) and Donna Koehl (Treasurer);
Second row: Lisa Weiss, Sheri Good-
man, Dana Lambert and Monica Monti;
Third row: Tracey Becker, Sam Bo-
jum, Barbara Goodman, Linda Brendli
and Beth Bond; Top row: Ellen Suiter,
Susan Eck and Dori Loper
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority
From left, front row: Antoinette
Wilson (President) and Carla Forchion;
Back row: Mignon Wilson, Barbara
Earling (Secretary/Treasurer) and Den-
ise (Davis) James
Alph Phi Delta
From left, front row: Scott Ingles;
Second row: Vince Verdile (Treasur-
er), Matt Belli (Vice-President), Howie
Beder (President), Joe Cassano (Corre-
sponding Secretary) and Greg Rilando
(Historian); Third row: Russ Patane,
Mike Sheridan, Eric Stalter and Steve
Schwarz; Fourth row: Tim Knebl, Joe
Alancheril (Recording Secretary), John
Carusi, Jim Belli, Doug Lynch and Joe
Mimosa Hall
Resident
Student Assoc.
The Mimosa Government Associa-
tion is an organization within Mimosa
Hall which builds a sense of community
through activities such as Homecoming,
intramurals and resident hall functions.
From left, front row: Mike Skafidas
(Vice-President), Lauren Crioman
(President), Anthony Dean-Neil (Floor
Representative) and Ronna Chapman
(Advisor); Second row: Mike Mum-
man (Floor Representative), Kris Lev-
ins (Program Director) and Tracy
Tacknoff (Secretary); Third row:
Frank DeMarchi (Floor Representa-
tive), Tina Doyle (Advisor) and Laurie
Lobaito (Floor Representative); Back
row: Gerald Fowlkes (Floor Represen-
tative) and Tina Tinebra (Floor
Representative)
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Magnolia Hall Resident
Student Assoc.
Magnolia Hall RSA represents the students who live there and tries to create an
interesting living environment for residents of the dorm.
From left, front row: Kelly Smith (Secretary), Greg DiSessa (Director) and
Mary Ann Firullo (Vice-President); Back row: Ken Campbell (President) and
Barbara Silverstein (Treasurer)
Class
of QQ
Evergreen Hall
Residen t
Student Assoc.
Bottom row: Tracey Miller; From left,
second row: Michelle Bowlby, Sandi
Sampaio, Lise Otterberg and Lisa
Black; Top row: Stephanie McGruder,
Stacey Bagley, Robyn Foley, Kathleen
Leary and Liz Leafey.
Mansion Park
Apartments
Residen t
Student Assoc.
The Mansion Park Apartments Resi-
dent Student Association handles stu-
dents housing concerns and provides
various activities to the residents of the
apartment complex.
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Cinema
Workshop
Cinema Workshop explores the visu-
al arts with an emphasis on cinemas
while providing hands-on experience to
members in film-making techniques
Women In
Comm unications
Women in Communications, Inc. is a
professional and student organization
whose members come from all fields of
the communications industry. WICI in-
vites professionals to come and speak
on campus about their roles and
experiences.
From left, front row: Kristin Charlson
(Secretary), Stacy B. Hersh (Program
Director), Lise Meade (President), Bar-
bara McFarlane (Treasurer), and So-
phia Woodley; (Public Relations Direc-
tor); Second row: Bridget Henry and
Kimberly Starr; Third row: Laurie Sti-
bich and Jo Elynn Gangemi; Back row:
Jill Wilson
Radio/TV
Association
Radio/TV Association invites ra-
dio/tv/film majors to be involved and
introduces them to local TV and radio
personalities and businesspersons. It
has also sponsored tours, such as NBC,
and guest speakers from TV and radio
Ml
Public Relations Student Society of America provides communications students with an opportuni-
ty to develop hands-on public relations expertise. The group has sponsored annual induction and
graduation dinner and alumni jamborees.
From left, front row: Kim Alexander, Greg Plancher (Treasurer), Jenny Coviello (Secretary), Ruth
Mellnick (Vice-President), Linda Maglionico (President), Joe Cassano, Ray Lamboy and Janet Brown;
Second row: Donna Scharnagle, Colleen O'Brien, Suzanne Hofer, Heather Cahill, Lisa Justice, Jill
Wilson and Dean Ammiche; Third row: Gail Rossinko, Deirdre Ziegler, Joe Clark, Kathy Kennedy,
Debbie Garwood and Joe Abraham; Back row: Andy Daridoff, Karin Cigol and Janine Ulley
Public Relations Student
Society Of America
Society For The
Advancement
Of Management
Society for the Advancement of Management exposes members to business proiessionals, and gives
members the opportunity to prepare for the transition into careers after college through tours and
guest speakers.
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Home Economics
Home Economics Association strives to
add to the professional development of
its members and promote the field of
home economics. It sponsors bake sales
Spring and Christmas dinners, Senior
Tea, and a trip to the NJ Home Eco-
nomics Assoc, Meeting.
Biology Club
The Biology Club is oriented for ecolo-
gy and medically minded students and
gives them an opportunity to explore
these interests outside the classroom.
American Chemical
Society
The American Chemical Society is a
club designed for those students who
are interested in chemistry and it relat-
ed sciences. Club members take part in
discussions, lab work and other related
activities that further educate their
growing interest in the science field.
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Council Of Business
OrganizaHons
The Bureau of Business and Communi-
cation Organizations provides a means
of communications for all bureau mem-
bers by acting as a liason between the
individual clubs and student govern-
ment, and represents these clubs before
the Student Financial Control Board.
Investment Club
Investment Club is an educational club
for students to learn how to invest, to
learn how the stock market works, and
to have a chance to make real business
contacts before graduation.
Accounting Society
The Accounting Society is a business
organization for accounting majors. The
group sponsors meetings with speakers
from the field of accounting. The Coun-
cil of Business Organizations coordi-
nates the activities of the four business-
clubs: ASPA, Accounting, SAM, AMA.
Marketing Club
Ski Club
The Ski Club runs a one-week trip
through New England for College Ski
Week over Christmas break, and also
sponsors various day and weekend trips
from January to March. They also have
skiing seminars and movies.
Kickboxing
Kick boxing allows students with
common interest in the sport to get tc
gether and learn new techniques.
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Bureau of Cultural
Organizations
Emmanuel Emore (Vice-President) and
Magdalena Natal (Treasurer)
Student Cultural
Exchange Board
From left, Bottom row: Paul Ngo, Mo-
hamed Ashmed (Vice-President), Anne
Piemontese (Secretary-Treasurer) and
Emmanuel Emore (President); Second
row: Ubak Nur, Majorie Fogbowa, Yen
Liew, Judy Lee, Michael Ngo and Abdi-
cadir Nur; Top row: Yukiko Arai, Ha-
bron Nur, Ebian Nur and Abdicadir
Abdi
Geography
Association
The Geography Association takes field
trips to have actual experiences in the
field. Front left, front row: Mark
McKoewn, Vince Spaziani (Treasurer),
Mike Mohrman (President), Cheryl
Cremeens and Matt Zimolzak (Vice-
President); Second row: Pilar Roettger,
Cindy Wilhelm, Chris Knoth, Dawn
Pollard and Yen Liew; Back row: and
Tom Ernharth
Spanish Club
The Spanish Club is designed to inform
High School students about the impor-
tance of learning Spanish and to culti-
vate language through cultural trips
and interaction with Spanish speaking
people.
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The Oak Staff: The Final Mission
Venue is the monthly campus maga- From left, bottom row: Christina Fry (Business Manager), John Contarino (Asso-
zine, printed by students of GSC for ciate Editor), Donna Arasin (Editor-in-Chief), Richard Henderson (Associate Edi-
students. tor), Francesca Drago. 2nd row: Gregg Payne, Mags Menner (Photo Coordinator),
Richard Eldredge (Associate Editor), Mark Levinson, Daniel Buskirk, Kathleen
O'Neill. 3rd row: Kyle Cassidy, Steve Rogers, J.R. Read, Al Ceasars, Sherry
Tomaino.
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The Whit
From left: Hollis Painting (News Edi-
tor), Maureen Leavitt (Managing Edi-
tor), James Siano (Advertising Manag-
er), Sophia Woodley (Managing Editor)
and Rocky Zarrelli (Editor-in-Chief)
The Whit, the college's award
winning student operated and
student-funded newspaper, is, by
its constitution, a vehicle for pro-
moting the college, informing its
readership of campus news, pro-
viding meaningful campus re-
form, and providing thoughtful
opinion. The newspaper opera-
tion also provides a laboratory
experience where staff members
can learn and practice journalis-
tic skills in reporting, editing,
photography, and business
management.
Additionally, each year The
Whit editors submit several is-
sues to the Associated Collegiate
Press (ACP), a national press as-
sociation for college newspapers,
for a national ranking among
other four-year colleges. In re-
cent years, The Whit has won
numerous First Place and All-
American ratings.
Dance Ensemble
From left, Front row: Maria Millorey
(Publicity), Kelly Young (President),
Bonnie Jo Trolli (Secretary), Heidi
Glantzberg (Vice-President); Second
row: Dolores Hunczak, Tina Fischbach,
Julia Simeonides (Social Chair), Lori
Pignatore; Third row: Guy Moyer, Rob-
in Mitchell
Puerto Rican
Students
in Action
From left, Front row: Oskar Castro,
Nancy Ruiz (Secretary) and Magdalena
Natal (President); Second row: Luis
Martinez I, Ana Marie Perez, Jeannie
Rodriquez and Rosa Babalonia; Back
row: Luis Martinez II and Edgardo
Rodriquez
WGLS
From left, Front row: Jim Lee, Tony
Frattali, Lisa Meade, Joanne Silvani,
Cosmo Rose, Britt Landkorn, Keith
Forrest, Don Wardlow, and Duffer,
Donna Arasin and Mark Levinson; Sec-
ond row: Mike Kraidman, Sharon
Phifer, Daren Wicks, Jon Jones, Andy
Thompson, Tracy Tacknoff, Donna
Dietrich and Rich Eldredge; Third row:
Laura Kober, Bruce Bardarick, Dan-
ielle LaSure, Jeff Brownlee, Frank Bel-
lina, Dave Anderson, Lauren Piscopo,
Joe Stevenson, Pat Summit, Gene Du-
lyn, John Woodill and Rick Henderson
1 n
Procrastinator's Club
From left, Front row: Keith Forrest
(President) Second row: Joanne Silvani
(Public Relations Director) and Britt
Landkorn (Secretary) Back row: Jim
Radler (Vice-President) and Andy Mc-
Mahon (Treasurer)
V41
Inspirational
Gospel Choir
The Glassboro State Inspirational Gos-
pel Choir has 40 members. These men
and women sing gospel music through-
out New Jersey in churches and
schools. Its annual events are the Anni-
versary held in November, its Christ-
mas program, and the spring Extrava-
ganza. From left, Front row: Edward
Kersey (Asst. Advisor) and Cortintia
Shockley (Vice-President); Second
row: Vivian Vaughn, Craig Hayes (Di-
rector), Steven Savage (Secretary), Ne-
braska Clarke (President), Deborah
Smith (Business Manager), Henry Hall
(Chaplin) and Dawn Williams; Third
row: Darryl Vick, Kyle Bradby, An-
drea Sargent, Michelle Hayes, Lisa
Wright, Kimberly Foster, Steven Bry-
ant, Mae Beasely and Yvonne Jeffer-
son; Fourth row: John Rogers, Ed-
ward Counsil, Andrea Tunstall, Kathy
Gordy, Katrice Brown, Linda Green,
Daphne Evans and Sherie Smith;
Back row: Cynthia Gillison, James
Wilson, Cynthia Hays, June Holmes,
Dori James and Dorothy Mims
1 5.'
Bureau of Educational
Organizations
From left, Front row: Harry Leong
(Treasurer Back row: Pilar Roettger
(Vice-President) and Cindy Wilhelm
(President)
Student Art Society
The Student Art Society allows those
students with an interest in art to ob-
tain an appreciation for various art
forms. The club provides its members
with the history of art and looks at the
work of well-known artists, new and
old.
Black Cultural
League
Black Cultural League is an organiza-
tion geared to helping students realize
their individual potential, The organi-
zation provides both social and finan-
cial support. From left, front row: Cor-
tintia Shockley and Linda Sistrunk;
(President); Second row: Andrea Burke,
Frances Jackson (1st Vice-President)
and Kelly Hence; Back row: Nebraska
Clarke and Roy Lawler
Newman Club
From left, Top row: Diane Spina (Presi-
dent), Renee Menna (Treasurer), Mi-
chelle Decker (Secretary), Deirdae
Walsh (Program Coordinator), Rebecca
Bartunek (Service Coordinator), Dana
Brilliant (Vice-President), Jim Skorko
(Core Group Member) and Father Mike
Mannion (Director); Bottom Row:
Kathy Keating (Core Group Member),
Terry Campesi (Core Group Member),
Dave Tyson (Literary Coordinator),
Trisha Canally (Publicity Coordina-
tor), and Angel Raffaele (Historian)
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JlJjY)prgftnCy SqUSCI
^e ^ rst scluad provides members of the college with emergency assistance
whenever needed, 24 hours a day.
PolitlCSl SCIGIICO Club P°at ica l Science Club promotes and expands the realm of political science at
Glassboro through trips, conferences and other group activities.
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English Honor Society
From left, Front row: June King and
Esther Floyd; Back row: Scott
Stepanski
Gamma Tau Sigma
Gamma Tau Sigma is the senoir honor
society. New students are inducted in
the spring of each year. Members of the
society are required to have at least a
3.0 gpa and demonstrate leadership
qualities.
Club for Exceptional
Children
From left, Front row: Peggy Duffy (Social Director), Holly Badman, Barbara
Wetzel (President Elect) and Jo VonSternberg (Vice-President); Second row: Dr.
A. Ihunnah (Advisor), Maryann Kline, Maria Gioffre (Fundraising Director), Judy
Ramosm, Robyn Foley, Marcy Cohen, Mary-Jean Gender (President), Radi
Yoskowitz (Secretary), and Lauren Hood; Back row: Maureen Morrisey, Kathleen
Bolella, Suzanne Newman and Walt Riina (Treasurer)
CEC is a student managed organization
that meets twice a month. It provides
Special Education majors the opportu-
nity to work with the handicapped pro-
fessionally and socially.
Through CEC activities, students
learn more about the handicapped and
become aware and sensitive to their
needs.
Some of the activities include meet-
ings with guest speakers, films, work-
shops, Halloween and Christmas par-
ties, field trips, volunteer placement to
work directly with the handicapped,
annual weekend trip to Lancaster, Pa.
with mentally retared students, fund
raisers and social gatherings for CEC
members and guests.
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Peer Referral Orientation Staff
Pros
From left, Bottom row: Lureen Ferretti,
Cindy Wilhelm, Suzanne Parmentier
and Karen Stone; Second row: Russ
Meyer, Kathy Lange, Jennifer Price,
Cindy Heim, Rosael Perez, Jeff Zeity
and Deidree Miller; Third row: Mar-
querite Stubbs, Chris Knoth, Donna
Madvay, Patty Testone, Bob Falci,
Christine LaPaglia, and John Michael
Young; Fourth row: Linda Bootier,
Chris Denion, Pilar Roettger, Chris
Denion, Pilar Roettger, Jennifer White,
Casey Welsh and Greg Peyton; Fifth
row: John Valentino, Jill Dilatush,
Scott Lopez, Wellington Watts and Da-
vid Tyson; Top row: Cindy Lynch
PROS Director, Marguerite Stubbs
Jan. 28 - Space Shuttle Challenger explodes May 12-15 - Two high school hikers rescued
shortly after blast-off killing all seven pas- after blizzard on Mount Hood; Seven stu-
sengers on board dents and two teachers die
Feb. 25 - Phillipine President Corazon May 25 - 5 million Americans join hands for
Aquino sworn in; Ferdinand and Imelda the nation's hungry
Marcos flee Malacanang Palace
June 19 - University ofMaryland basketball
March 21 - Debi Thomas wins world figure- players Len Bias dies as result of cocaine-
skating title induced heart attack
April 2 - Four passengers killed when terror-
ists bomb TWA Rome-to-Athens flight
April 14 - USS America battle group with-
draws after sending planes on bombing raid
of Libya
April 26 - Soviet nuclear reactor explodes;
radiation spreads throughout the world
June 27 - Eight days after Bias' death,
Cleveland Browns' Don Rogers dies as a re-
sult of cocaine
July 1 - Garbagemen strike in Philly
July 4 - 100th birthday celebration for Stat-
ue of Liberty; Lady Liberty received $75
million makeover
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July 23 - Sarah Ferguson wedding with
Prince Andrew
July 26 - Father Lawrence Martin Jenco
released from Beirut; Second of three US
hostages released
Aug. 20 - Oklahoma postal worker kills 14
co-workers, then shoots himself
Aug. 21 - Lehtal gas erupts from Cameroon
volcano
Aug. 31 - Aeromexico plan collides with pri-
vate aircraft in Los Angeles; 67 killed
aboard - 15 on ground
Sept 6. - Terrorists kill worshippers in Is-
tanbul synagogue
Oct. 11-12 - President Ronald Reagan meets
with Mikhal Gorbachev in Iceland for arms
talks
Oct. 27 - New York Mets win World Series
against Boston Red Sox
Nov. 2 - Release of Beirut hostage David
Jacobsen
Nov. 10 - Springstein's new album hits
stores and sets record sales pace; "B.S. and
the E. Street Band - Live 1975-85"
Sept 5. - Hijackers open fire on Pan Am jet Nov. 19 - Reagan sending arms to Iran
in Karachi
Unfortunately, Glassboro
State College suffered a great
loss this past year. On Nov. 19,
1986, Dr. Robert Becker passed
away after his fourth heart at-
tack. He was an associate profes-
sor of political science here at
Glassboro for 22 years. He was an
admired professor by his col-
leagues as well as his students.
Most of Dr. Becker's students
felt that there was so much more
to be learned from him. His
teachings went beyond the walls
of the classroom, for he inspired
his students to study on their
own outside of class and far be-
yond the limitations of their re-
quired textbooks. He did so in
such a manner that his students
actually felt priviledged to work
long extra hours for Dr. Becker's
classes because they felt it was an
honor to study under his super-
vision. As Michael Bergman,
stated, "Every time the guy
opened his mouth and said some-
thing, it was important."
Dr. Richard Johnson ex-
pressed his views of his friend
and colleague in the Whit's trib-
ute to Dr. Becker. Part of it was
as follows:
"Bob Becker . . . took it upon
himself to bring some knowl-
edge, but more importantly, the
discipline of critical reflection, to
his students. He abhorred casual
standards, and was delighted by
a report a few years ago that
showed the political science de-
partment to be one of the most
grudging in giving "A" grades to
students. He took his work seri-
ously, because he believed the
work of the mind was crucial to
civilization. He genuinely be-
lieved ignorance could be fatal to
democratic life, and that society
should not tolerate the shody,
the mediocre."
Because a lot of Dr. Becker's
time was spent in the documents
room located in Savitz library,
former and present students are
now pushing for the idea that the
room be named in his memory.
In addition to this effort, Mrs.
Linda Becker has established the
Dr. Robert Becker Scholarship
Fund for she wants her husband
to be remembered through the
scholarship.
It's important that Dr. Becker
is not just remembered as a pro-
fessor or as a colleague, but also
as a friend and an inspiration to
many.
The department, as well as the
college, suffered a great loss
when Dr. Becker passed away.
His professionalism and knowl-
edge of political science will be
truly missed by future students.
Those students will not have the
opportunity to experience his
very personal student/teacher
relationship.
Spring Weekend '86 is one
event held on the college campus
that will never be forgotten. It will
be remembered by students, facul-
ty and administrators of the col-
lege as well as residents of the im-
mediate community and the
Delaware Valley.
It was following, the traditional
outdoor concert that 'Spring Fling
'86 became a household name.
The scene of the incident was at
Beau Rivage and the Crossings
complex.
Local police gathered in swarms
at the off-campus apartment com-
plex where many Glassboro State
College students as well as other
members of the city of Glassboro
reside. Reportedly police ordered
the crowd of approximately 1000
people to disperse from the two
apartment complexes. The use of
alcohol on the premises was re-
ported as the cause of the unruly
behavior of those in attendance.
President Herman James said
that similiar disturbances had oc-
cured in previous years, however
town officials no longer wanted to
tolerate what was happening so
they had the police make some ar-
rests. Of the 48 people who were
arrested, only 25 were students of
the college.
"It was only a small percentage
of the student body, but the entire
institution got tainted." James
said.
At a press conference following
the "Spring Fling", before a crowd
of more than 100 students, Presi-
dent James made the announce-
ment that there would no longer
be Spring Weekend activities held
on the college campus. His deci-
sion was not pleasing to the stu-
dents of the college community.
The reason behind his decision
was that the prior incident had
caused bad publicity for the col-
lege. President James did not
want the college to stand a chance
of having similiar occurrences in
the future.
Spring Weekend
State Of Emergency Declared!
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1. GREED AND DECEPTION eventually
lead to the fall of Philippine President
Ferdinand Marcos, who flees his country
after losing the election to the popular
Corazon Aquino.
2. ON THE RUN, President of Haiti "Baby
Doc" Duvalier and his wife Michelle drive
through the gates of the Port-au-Prince
airport to board a U.S. Air Force transport
plane which carries them to France.
3. HOLLYWOOD HUNK Clint Eastwood's
"day is made" by the residents of Carmel-by-
the-Sea, CA, after they elect him mayor in
April.
4. SAM AND DIANE are at it again to make
"Cheers" one of the top-rated shows of
1986. Along with "The Cosby Show," they
brought NBC and its Thursday night line-up to
the top of the ratings chart.
5. A HORRIFIED NATION LOOKS ON as
the seven crew members of the space shuttle
Challenger, including school teacher Christa
McAuliffe, are killed when the craft explodes
73 seconds after its televised launch on Jan.
28,1986.
6. AMERICA S PRIDE AND JOY, the
Statue of Liberty celebrates her 1 00th
birthday with a complete renovation and a
nationwide party on July 4, 1 986.
7. BACK HOME, pilots Jeana Yeager and
Dick Rutan wave to a crowd in Mojave, CA, on
Dec. 23, after completing the first nonstop,
global circumnavigation without refueling on
the aircraft Voyager.
8. A NIGHTMARE TURNS TO REALITY
for the Soviet people when a nuclear reactor
explodes at the Chernobyl power station in
April.
9. WORLD TRAVELER Pope John Paul II
visits Mother Theresa's clinic in Calcutta
during his 1 0-day journey through the Indian
continent in February.
10. WEDDING BELLS ring for Caroline
Kennedy, daughter of Jackie Kennedy
Onassis and the late John F. Kennedy, and
Edwin Schlossberg, a New York
businessman and artist.
1 1 . IRANSCAM involves four White House
staffers (National Security Adviser John
Poindexter, Lt. Col. Oliver North, White House
Chief of Staff Donald Regan, and CIA Director
William Casey).
12. A DROUGHT-RIDDEN southeastern
United States experiences the worst dry spell
on record in 1986. Farmers from southern
Pennsylvania to northern Florida are on the
verge of ruin as their crops wilt at the peak of
the drought.
The Best Strike Is No Strike!
The month of September was
filled with many talks between
the state and the union repre-
senting teachers at nine state col-
leges in an effort to avert a Sep-
tember 29 strike deadline.
The union, the Council of New
Jersey State College Locals, were
demanding salary increases, the
rising of promotion caps, re-
placements for the civil service
rules rendered invalid, the state
college autonomy bill and the
right to privacy in their offices
and correspondence.
As the strike deadline neared,
professors began preparing stu-
dents for the possibility of this
untimely vacation. In the event
of a strike, students were not re-
quired to attend classes.
Sunday, September 28, the
GSC campus waited with abated
breath for the outcome of the ne-
gotiations. Hotlines were open
for concerned parties to keep
abreast of the situation, but no
crucial information was
available.
That was until Monday at 5:45
a.m. just an hour and fifteen
minutes before the strike dead-
line, a settlement was reached.
One that satisfied enough of the
teacher's demands to keep them
off the picket lines.
Dr. Rose Glassberg, executive
vice-president of the council,
stated: "The toughest nut for us
to crack was the promotional
caps." The promotional caps
were not actually lifted, but 12
promotional increments were
worked into the settlement.
Glassberg said that these 12 in-
crements will be available to fac-
ulty members below the rank of
assistant professor, librarians
and non-teaching personnel. She
also said that the process for se-
lecting those individuals who
will receive the increments will
be based on the promotion
process.
An issue raised by the Autono-
my bill jeopardised a college em-
ployee's privacy by making
available his mail and offices to
administrative searches. The
new contract protects the rights
of employees regarding their
mail and office privacy.
"The best strike is the one you
don't have to have," said Glass-
berg. She also said she was
pleased with council president
Marcoantonia Lacatena, whom
she called "the most skilled ne-
gotiator i've ever seen!"
PRSSA Proves It Again
One of GSC's student organi-
zations added yet another feath-
er to its achievement cap, mak-
ing it a veritable headdress.
The Anthony J. Fulginiti
chapter of the Public Relations
Student Society of America rose
above the 150 other chapters and
captured the most Outstanding
Chapter Award. PRSSA learned
of their great achievement Nov.
11, in Washington D.C. at
PRSSA's annual awards
luncheon.
To win the Outstanding Chap-
ter Award PRSSA chapters
needed to apply. Of the eight ap-
plicants Glassboro collected the
title, leaving schools like West
Virginia University and the Uni-
versity of Florida floundering in
the dust.
"I'm ecstatic. It's been a 10
year climb to the top of the
mountain," said Tony Fulginiti,
founder of and current advisor to
PRSSA. "I'm happy for the stu-
dents, just so pleased for them.
They're finally gotten the re-
spect they deserve."
Fulginiti also said that the last
three years of students deserve
some credit too.
"They've got a lot to be proud
of, they really blazed a trail and
it is about time the quality of the
chapter here in Glassboro was fi-
nally recognized," he said.
During the past few years
PRSSA has gotten plenty of
practice receiving national
awards. They ranked second in
the Multiple Sclerosis case study
competition and third in the
Levi, Stauss & Co. Campus Pub-
lic Relations Challenge. They do
fairly well regionally too. For
two consecutive years PRSSA
has taken first place in the
Northeast Districk Batemen case
study competition.
President of PRSSA, Linda
Maglionico, attributes the suc-
cess of the organization to "an
excellent communications de-
partment and to an excellent fac-
ulty advisor.
"The driving force behind
GSC's PRSSA is the teachers.
The skills we learn in class really
enhance PRSSA." She then add-
ed, "The members are always
quality too."
"I think our chapter does so
well because our students are
really motivated to prove some-
thing." said Fulginiti. "They
come from a state college and can
out perform any university. And
a victory like this one enhances
the value of a degree from Glass-
boro for everyone."
Ray Lamboy, national liaison,
said. "PRSSA is the best student
organization I've ever been in-
volved with, or ever heard of ac-
tually. It's an honor to be a part
of it."
As a college organization
PRSSA works to benefit the col-
lege. They have currently turned
their attentions to university ser-
vice. A recruitment campaign for
the communications department
was implemented by PRSSA.
They also sponsored Tim Kides
when he went to break the World
Record for sit-ups, raising money
for Project Santa. The Levi
Cords Crew held United Way
Day to raise money for United.
They've also sponsored alcohol
awareness campaigns. Activities
like these led SGA to name
PRSSA the most Outstanding
Organization on campus.
Sixty percent of GSC's majors
are members of PRSSA. Mag-
lionico feels that this might be
because of PRSSA, "gives PR
majors a chance to develop skills
with hands on experience. We
take the knowledge we get in
class and can turn it into actual
experience on our projects."
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Starr Struck
On March 5, 1986, the Office of
Women's Studies celebrated Na-
tional Women's History Week by
holding a luncheon in the Student
Center Ballroom. National Wom-
en's History Week is a week long
festival dedicated to honoring the
importance of women and the
work of those particular women
who have made great strides in
their professional fields.
This year's guest of honor was
Lizabeth Starr. Also being hon-
ored were three local Gloucester
County women, Dr. Rachel du-
Bois, Alberta Hardy Perry and
Grace Bagg.
The theme of this luncheon was
"Women: Builders of Communi-
ties and Dreams." Lizabeth Starr,
co-host of AM Philadelphia, spoke
of this theme as she related her
personal experiences of being
broadcast journalist Starr spoke of
her success and how she had to
overcome many obstacles while
climbing the so-called "ladder of
success." She encouraged those
women who are just venturing out
into the work world to work hard
and not to let anything slow them
down.
John Henry
Bridges, III
JOHN HENRY BRIDGES, III
November 2, 1935 - September 21, 1986
John Bridges was born in New York City.
Upon graduation from Murray Hill High
School in 1955, he joined the U.S. Air Force.
During his Air Force years, John acquired his
love of travel which would remain with him
for the rest of his life. Following his dis-
charge from the Air Force, John came to
GSC in January 1970 as an employee of Secu-
rity and Safety where he was employed until
his death.
John had always wanted to attend college
and once settled in South Jersey, he had the
time and the opportunity. He earned an As-
sociate of Science Degree from Atlantic
County Community College, and a Bachelor
of Arts Degree from Stockton State College.
He also did graduate work at GSC.
However, when describing John, his per-
sonality far outweighed mere statistics. He
loved people and had literally dozens of close
friends who encompassed all ages, races and
cultures all over the world. John always had
a fascination with the Far East and during
the last several years, he spent six weeks ev-
ery winter in Bangkok, Thailand.
John's hobby was photography and his
collection included hundreds of pictures of
students and friends at GSC as well as
abroad. A portion of his collection was pre-
sented to Glassboro State College by his par-
ents, John and Carrie Bridges of Newark,
New Jersey. Goodbye John. Your smile and
happy disposition will long be remembered
by those who knew you. Bon Voyage!
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81. IN A SHOW OF MILITARY STRENGTH,
U.S. planes bomb targets in and near Tripoli
in response to Libyan-backed terrorism. "We
have done what we had to do. If necessary,
we shall do it again," said President Reagan.
2. THE FOURTH BLAST in Paris during
one week in September occurs at police
headquarters. A terrorist group claimed
responsibility for the explosion that injured 36
people, six of them seriously.
3. A CASH IS CROWNED Miss America
1987. Miss Tennesee Kellye Cash,
grandniece of country star Johnny Cash,
received the title and crown from outgoing
Miss America Susan Atkin.
4. SWEET TASTE OF VICTORY is savored
by the New York Mets when they win the
World Series. The Mets beat the Boston Red
Sox in the seventh game of the Series by a
score of 8-5.
5. A NEW LEADING MAN, Tom Cruise
takes the screen with well-known heartthrob
Paul Newman in their movie "The Color of
Money . " Cruise also starred in the 1986
blockbuster "Top Gun" with Kelly McGillis.
6. DISAPPOINTED LEADERS, President
Reagan and Soviet Premier Mikhail
Gorbachev fail to reach an agreement on the
arms talks and leave the Reykjavik summit in
failure.
87. SWEEPING OVERHAUL of tax laws
cuts taxes for some workers while eliminating
some of the traditional deductions. Rep. Dan
Rostenkowski and Sen. Bob Packwood were
instrumental in the overhaul.
8. SINGERS WIN GRAMMY AWARDS.
Whitney Houston for "Best Female Pop Vocal
Performance"; Don Henley for "Best Male
Rock Vocal"; and Stevie Wonder for "Best
Male Rhythm and Blues Vocal."
9. BOTH CHARGED WITH ESPIONAGE,
Soviet U.N. employee Gennadiy Zakharov
arrested in New York City, and American
journalist Nicholas Daniloff arrested in
Moscow, are later released in what some
called a "trade."
10. A FORMER "FUN-LOVING"
BACHELOR, Britain's Prince Andrew marries
the red-haired English commoner Sarah
Ferguson ("Fergie") in July at Westminster
Abbey.
11. AMERICA S HOLLYWOOD
FAVORITES DIE IN 1 986: The elegant leading
man, Cary Grant; King of Swing Benny
Goodman; Hollywood toughguy James
Cagney; and Ted Knight, who co-starred in
the "Mary Tyler Moore Show."
12. THE BEGINNING OF HELP for AIDS
victims is discovered in a DuPont laboratory.
The Isostat system enables hospital labs to
isolate and treat the microorganisms that
attack AIDS victims.


Above, Prof players are always ready and waiting for action;
to the right: This could possible be the final out of the game;
Awaiting the next pitch, the first baseman is sure to keep the
runner close; Players are constantly instructed and given a few
pointers throughout the game; Below: Catcher, Sebastian Bal-
lestre, guards against competition crossing the plate; A look of
determination is displayed on this player's face; This could be
another homerun swing.
Coach Michael Brig-
liss' team had a 26-11-2
season. This winning re-
cord got them into the
New Jersey Athletic
Conference Champion-
ship Tournament. This
was the seventh year
that the team had made
an appearance in the
NCAA Championship
Tournament.
They were led by the
New Jersey Athletic
Conference Player of
the Year, Fred Bian-
culli. The second base-
man, Bianculli, had a
batting average of .412,
with 61 hits, 22 RBIs,
nine doubles, three tri-
ples and one homerun
for the season.
Another outstanding
player, Alan Cicatiella,
was selected to the
NJAC first team roster.
Cicatella, who batted
.388 for the season, as
the designated hitter,
had 47 hits, 31 RBIs, six
doubles and one
homerun.
For the Profs 1986
season, rightfielder,
Scott Shaw, had a .344
batting average with 14
RBIs, four doubles, one
triple and two
homeruns.
Naturally, to wrap us
such a good season, the
Profs had great pitching
by Jack Kelly (7-3), Jeff
Lutner (4-1), Ron Aron
(4-1), Jim Logan (3-0)
and Neil Houraham (3-
1).
One of the highlights
of the season included a
surprising easy double-
header sweep of Rama-
po, the 1984 Division III
champions.
Fred Bianculli Named Conference Player Of The Year
Softball (21-12, NJAC 9-5)
Positive
Attitude
Pays Off
From left, Top row: Roseann Paranese
(coach), Shona Reichardt, Diane Ebbe-
son, Pat Straw, Jacquie Bohannon, Kim
Franchi, Sue Ostberg, Dawn Shilling
(head coach) Middle row: Andrea Bra-
mante, Lisa Scafidi, Kellie Earling,
Jana Ferraro, Lias McEntee Bottom
row: Laura Russo, Kim Cook, Denise
Obre, Kim Higgins
3-17 E. Stoudsburg 5-2
3-17 E Connecticut 3-6
3-18 Stockton 1-4 4-5
3-19 E. Stroudsburg 6-12
3-19 Trenton 3-7
3-19 Wayne State 6-5
3-20 Allegheny 7-5
3-25 Ursinus 2-1 6-5
3-27 at Upsala 10-0, 10-6
4-1 Jersev Citv (DH) forfeited
4-9 Ramapo 7-0
4-5 at Wm. Patterson 6-5, 7-2
4-8 Kean 2-0, 3-4
4-10 at E. Stroudsburg 6-3, 4-1
4-12 at Stockton 0-2, 3-2
4-15 at Brooklyn College 6-2
4-17 Salisbury (DH) 7-13, 2-1
4-19 at Montclair 6-3, 2-5
4-22 Rutgers-Newark rained out
4-24 Villanova 14-9
4-26 at Rutgers-Camden 3-1, 9-3
4-29 Trenton (DH) 5-8, 0-4
5-1 Elizabethtown (DH) 0-6, 8-1
At the beginning of the season,
Coach Dawn Shilling had this to
say about her team: "The team's
attitude is very positive and they
know that they have great poten-
tial. We are going about the sea-
son one game at a time."
The team's performance for
the season was definitely equal
to Shilling's early season
thoughts. In the early going, it
was thought that pitching would
be the team's problem but as the
season progressed, pitching
turned out to be the least of their
worries.
A season's highlight included a
double-header sweep of East
Stroudsburg on April 10, and a
split with Kean College.
The team was lead by excell-
ent hitters Kim Cook, Laura
Russo and Andrea Bramante.
Clockwise, from above, The school's medical trainer looks
after one of the players; Lady Profs are ready for anything;
Covering first base and prepared for action; What a slide!
SAFE!; Tenatively awaiting the play.
CC3
From left, front row:
Gloria Rizzuto, Donna
McDermott, Chris
DeWitt and Denise
Obre; Back row: Maria
Killan, Lynn Troiane,
Laurie Haegle, Kelli
Weeks and Lisa Wil-
kins (Coach)
Season record: 5-8, NJAC
2-5
9/12 at Rutgers- Newark 2-
7
9/16 Phila. Textile 4-2
9/20 at Wm. Paterson 3-6
10/25 Kean 2-7
9/30 Rutgers-Camden 1-8
10/4 at Ramapo 7-2
10/22 Univ. Maryland at
Baltimore 4-5
10/8 Trenton 1-8
10/9 at NJAIAW
Championships
10/10 at NJAIAW
Championships
10/11 at NJAIAW
Championships
10/12 at NJAIAW
Championships
10/28 Montclair 6-3
10/16 Villanova 0-9
10/21 at Rosemont 4-2
10/29 at West Chester 2-7
10/30 Rider 8-1
In spite of their efforts GSC lost to Villanova and in above
picture, Coach Wilkins points out their strong points in
order to encourage the women that victory can be theirs in
their next match.
Above Senior Lynn Troiane is shown
"tying up" her match as her
teammate (right) Kelli Weeks puts
her forehand into action.
From left, Front row:
Chris Ognibene, Steve -
Jannarone and Jim
Geier; Back row: Stew-
art Potter, Steve Hem-
berger, Steve LeMun-
yon and Chris Perron
Season record: 3-11, NJAC 2-
3
3/15 at Johns Hopkins 1-8
3/17 at Hampden-Sydney 1-8
3/18 at Averett 1-8
3/19 at Longwood rained out
3/21 Rider L
3/24 at Phila. Textile 4-
3/27 at LaSalle L
3/31 Stockton 7-2
4/3 at Kean 9-0
4/8 at Rutgers-Camden
4/10 Jersey City 9-0
4/12 at Montclair z-i
4/15 Villanova 1-8
4/16 Trenton rained out
4/18 at Towson
-19 Tournament
4/23 Rutgers-Newark rained
out
4/24 Widener 4-5
4/26 at Salisbury canceled
4/28 at Ramapo L
4/30 at Kutztown canceled
5/2 at NJAC
-3 Championships
IL . kam
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Another Winning
Season
Glassboro's volleyball team
had a record of 24-14 and was 6-0
in the New Jersey Athletic
Conference.
Of the 16 teams at the Cort-
land Tournament, GSC came in
sixth place. They reigned victori-
ous in three of their four games
at the Elizabethtown
Tournament.
Glassboro State remained un-
defeated at the Dickinson Tour-
nament where Goonewardene
had 15 kills and Gathrigle had 32
digs. They also defeated Catholic
in two matches.
From left, Front row: Donna Gathright (Captain), Caren Hectoer, Josina Baly and
Rachel Ruiz; Back row: Laura Russo, Joan Schwab, Amy Goonewardene (Cap-
tain), Tracey Maurer and Michelle Solack (Captain)
It requires a great deal of skill to deliver
a perfect serve in volleyball
The Lady Profs met with many diffi-
cult opponents but they never put their
guard down.
Playing the front line in a volleyball
match is no easy task. You must always
stay on your toes.
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It is very important to prepare for the serve and be ready to
return it.
Precise timing is one of the Returning the ball without
keys to a successful return in touching the net sometimes
volleyball. requires a great deal of skill.
Staying on the right side of A timely block can save
the court is not always easy the game,
to do. Keeping an eye on the ball at all time is essential.
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iBoyle Puts 7Em In, and Hirsch
Keeps 'Em Out
Glassboro State's soccer team
won their second straight New
Jersey Athletic Conference
Championship with a 8-0-1 re-
cord. The Profs have won the
NJAC title five times.
Greg Boyle, the Prof's leading
scorer, is an All-American candi-
date with 23 goals and two as-
sists. Boyle's 23 goals broke the
college's season record.
In three years, Boyle has
scored 51 goals and 20 assists for
122 points. He has scored the
winning goal for Glassboro nine
times this season.
Jamie McGroarty and Irakalis
Bourinaris led the frontline.
Bourinaris is second in scoring
with nine goals and eight assists.
McGroarty has scored four goals
and assisted on two goals.
Midfield was led by Tom 01-
brick who had three goals and
seven assists.
Glassboro's outstanding de-
fense held their opponents to 12
goals. Goalie Eric von Hirsch had
six shut outs this season. His
save percentage was 86.5 and
goals against average was 0.56.
With 22 games, their record
this season was 17-3-2.
The competition is fierce as these opponents fight to get control over the ball.
Left, a high five is congratulations for a successful play. Above, this ball just
exceeds the grasp of the goalie.
1986 Soccer Team: front row: Nino Gal-
lorini, Mike Van Brill, Paul O'Donnell,
Iraklis Bourinaris, Ray Lambert, Jamie
McGroarty, Todd Sintic, John McGee-
chan, Chris Logar, Tom Olbrich, Tony
Gibson, top row: Andy Pappas, Mark
Slater, Keith Decollewaert, Bill Corne-
lius, Ken Simon, Sean McGarrity, Ri-
cardo Brunelli, Eric von Hirsch, Mike
Adams, Jamie McGroarty, Steve Wink,
Tim Stafford, Jorge Sandrini, Tim
Scaffo, John McGeechan, Frank Mu-
falli, Dan Gilmore.
Chris Logar charges toward the goal, above
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Glassboro's football season
ended with a 5-5 record and a
record of 4-2 in the conference.
Larry Lewis entered the 1986
season ranked ninth in the
nation.
Jim Hall and Bob Allard
moved into the starting wide re-
ceiver spots, where they both
performed well.
Slot backs, Tom "AJ" Adams
and John Worthy gave the Profs
and excellent season.
Glassboro's defense was led by
safety Greg Gosnell, linebackers
Joe Dellaguilla and Bill New-
muis, and tackles Jeff Spector
and Con Hackney.
Kicker Ken Derolf had a re-
warding season, kicking a 27 yard
field goal for a win over Frost-
burg with 1:18 remaining in the
game.
Football Co-Captains Greg Gosnell (43) and Larry Lewis (10)
Number 29 lets loose with a great kick-off.
The Profs above are ready to burst into the game.
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This photo montage illustrates some of the highlights of the 1986 football season.
Cheerleaders Root Profs To Victory i
From left, front row: Monique Clark
(Co-Captain) and Daryl Fluhr (Co-Cap-
tain); Second row: Rosael Perez, Cin-
dy Lasky, Bonnie Wolf and Rachel
McCallum; Back row: Lois Biber,
Sandy Preston, Sandie Scull, Dianne
Haber and Edith Thompson (Coach)
Marching To The Beat Of The Band
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Bottom row from left, Cyndee Graham, Ka-
ren Schellack, Renee Cioffi, Renee Leo, Bonnie
Donovan; Middle row, Eileen Ruane, Lisa
Aveni, Elena Pardo, Chris Saponara, Geri
0,Keeffe, Michele Steinhauer; Top row, Penny
Matthews (coach), Lisa Wilkins (coach), Kathy
Mitton (coach), Misty Poole, Lisa Piero, Mia-
haela Bittner, Sonia Martines, Mary Beth
Aveni, Vicki Saponara, and Rich Sands
(trainer)
Lacrosse
Clockwise from above: The battle is
on between the opposing teams; the
players scramble to retrieve the flying
ball; lacrosse goaltending requires a quick
eye and protective gear; this Lady Prof is
determined to score a point for her team.
• *masmmk
Rainey Sets Record
Loaded with talent,
the Glassboro Women's
Track and Field team
captured second place
in the NJAC Champ-
ionships.
Jennifer Rainey set a
new conference record,
which she previously
held, in the 10,000 me-
ter run with a time of
42:47.8.
In other track events,
Lisa Hylands tri-
umphed in the 400 me-
ter and the relay team
won the 4 x 100 meter
race.
In the field, Lady
Prof Tracey Engell
reached a winning
height of 5'2" in the
high jump and received
second in the javelin.
Engell's high jump tied
the current record.
Crystal Carter skillfully executes this javelin throw.
High jumper, Tracey Engell, carefully arches around the pole with a successful
landing.
Senior, Linda Lally, puts all her
strength behind this shot put attempt.
*k*Jg
Standing from left: Andrea Vasile, Tra-
cey Engell, Jennifer Rainey, Cathy
Haus, Lisa Hylands and Susan Hucko.
Sitting from left: Margaret Ginter, Su-
zanne Heitner, Crystal Carter, Linda
Lally and Mary Stewart
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skill Counterclockwise from left: Cathy
Haus attempts to use her speed and en-
durance to overtake the opposition.
Mary Stewart effortlessly leaps to vic-
tory. This series of three photos demon-
strates the precision of a discus throw
by Sue Heitner. Lady Prof, Jennifer
Rainey, leaves the competition behind
in this race.
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Once again the Glass-
boro Men's Track and
Field team had a win-
ning season. For the
twelfth straight year,
they were victorious at
the NJAC Champion-
ship meet.
Two records, previ-
ously held by Glass-
boro, were broken by
the Profs at the compe-
tition. The 4 X 400 me-
ter relay team broke the
1981 record of 3:17.9 by
crossing the finish line
in 3:16.7. Oakcrest High
School graduate, Ron
Deckert, set a new re-
cord by finishing first in
the 1,500 meter race
with a time of 3:54.7.
Fellow teammate
Elmer Ceasar won the
long jump competition
while Chris Galiano
captured third place in
the pole vault. Winning
both 3000 meter stee-
plechase and the 10,000
meter run was junior,
John Montgomery.
In other season ac-
tion, Glassboro took
third place in the NJ
State College Champi-
onship meet held at
Princeton. Deckert
qualified for the Divi-
sion III Nationals which
were held in LaCosse,
Wisconsin.
Clockwise from right: This
hurdler will make the extra
effort to triumph in this
competition. This long
jumper calculates his landing
even while in midair. Andy
Hart takes the strain of track
running in stride. The discus
thrower prepares for his re-
lease. Elmer Ceasar leaves
the others all alone on the
track in this race. This run-
ner's face shows the endur-
ance that made GSC's track
record as good as it is. GSC
takes the lead in the relay
race.
Prof. runners
must overcome
many obstacles.
GSC displays the
art of fine puddle-
jumping.


Profs Display Essentials: Grace, Balance, And Flexibility
On page 174: From left, Back row:
Tim Kides, Heather Trish Koskinen
(Co-Captain), Colleen Phelan, Gina
Rayser, Correinne Homan, Melody
Mendenhall and Joe Gillespie (Coa-
ch); Front row: Cathy Wolf (Co-Cap-
tain), Kim Vrcivoli, Joann Weindel,
Rosemary Clendining and Barbara
Kee
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Leo's Goals Lead
Profs To
Victorious Season
1986 Girl's Field Hockey front row: Sharon Patterson,
Renee Cioffi, Patti Merse middle row: Mary Jo Timothy,
Cindie Flenard, Mary Steinhouer, Christine Schwenck,
Irene Saul, Kim Bushay, Christine Zinent. back row,
standing: Christine Sapnara, Michelle Knisley, Julie
Kempf, Jennifer Avery, Caroline Cioffi, Renee Leo, Cyn-
dee Graham, Michele Steinhauer, Lisa Ann Scout, Judy
Coltellaro.
Glassboro State's Prof's
had an exciting season
with a 13-8-1 record and
a New Jersey Athletic
Conference (NJAC) re-
cord of 7-1
.
The Profs ended their
season with 97 points,
48 of which were earned
in conference
Renee Leo led the team
with 23 points.
Glassboro made it to
the first round of the
National Collegiate
Athletic Association
(NCAA) Regional but
were defeated by Tren-
ton State College.
Sharon Patterson watches the play come down the field. Caroline Cioffi defends her position against an
opponent.
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GSC Makes Every Stroke Count
r
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Men's Swimming Co-captains: Kevin Franceschini and Darren Hickman.
Women's Swimming Co-captains: Trisha O'Hara and Lisa Wolfington.
V
r
m

The Profs Take Their
Best Shot

Taking It To The Hoop
From left, front row: Melissa Lynch,
Elena Tiberi, Alice Knoll and Kim
Franchi; Second row: Barb Mavonski,
Misty Poole, Carole Higgins and Moni-
ca Wood; Back row: Jean DeMarco,
Terri Johnson, Jennifer Henry and
Gerri O'Keeffe

GSC Runners Win 60th Straight
Conference Victory
From left: Bill Fritz (Head Coach),
Paul Buccino, Mike Perry, Scott Costel-
lo, Peter Buccino, Rich Bostwick, Dan
Fourney, Gary Jeffas and John
Montgomery
GSC's Men's Cross Country
had an excellent season. The
team won at the Philadelphia
Met Championship Meet, break-
ing the previous record of 26
points by scoring 19.
John Montogomery finished
first at the Philadelphia Met
Championship followed by Mike
Perry. Montogomery also came
in first at the New Jersey Athlet-
ic Conference Championship.
The Prof runners came in first
place at the New Jersey College
Invitational at Holmdel by re-
ceiving 37 points. This was what
enabled them to participate in
the NJAC Championship.
Glassboro recorded their thir-
teenth consecutive season win in
the NJAC Championship with a
15-50 victory over Ramapo. This
was the Prof's 60th straight con-
ference race victory.
Glassboro's runners took first
through fifth place.
Profs Can Cover The
Territory
The Women's Cross Country
team finished third at the Phila-
delphia Met. Championship
Meet. Captain Jennifer Rainey
took fifth (19:44) and Pat Nei-
derhafer was ninth (20:33).
The Profs took second place in
the NJAIAW State Champion-
ships and in the NJAC
Championships.
Finishing first, Rainey led the
women's team win over Ramapo,
with a time of 20:25.
From left, front row: Sheryl McFeren,
Sharon Napolitano and May Hampton;
Back row: Oscar Moore (Head Coach),
Jennifer Rainey (Captain), Tracey En-
gell, Louri Kavka, Naci Karr and Bill
Fritz (head coach)
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Wrestlemania At GSC
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Christine Adams Jon Adams Scott Adams Hezekiah Adedoyin
Bus. Admin. - Marketing Health and Physical Health and Physical Business Administration
Education Education
Shawn Agnew Valerie Akumuo James Albertson Robert Allard
Industrial Education Sociology History Bus. Admin. - Management
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Mary Ann Allen Joseph Amato Robert Amato Lori Andelman
Elementary Education Music Education Comm. - Raido/TV/Film Art - Drawing/Painting
Christine Angelotti Lorraine Antinozzi Bibiana Anyanwu Robert Arnold
Special Education Business Administration Home Economics Bus. Admin. - Management
Shari Arzi
Special Education
Theresa Atwood
Special Education
Phyllis Austin
Business Administration
Diane Austra
Comm. - Journalism
Charles Avakian
Business Administration
Lori Badolato
Psychology
Gary Baldachino
Business Administration
Wayne Baldachino
Human Resource
Management
Scott Banda
Commercail Art
William Barca
Business Administration
Enrique Barreda
Business Management
Patricia Basolis
Home Economics
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Lois Bavlish William Beatty Vicki Backmann Matthew Belli
Home Economics Business Administration Business Administration Computer Science
Anne Benigno Michael Bennett Tammy Benson Karen Bentivegna
Language Arts Computer Science Comm. - Radio/TV/Film Comm. - Liberal Arts
Lori Benvenuto Susan Berger Kevin Berrigan Ines Berzins
Secondary Education Marketing Comm. - Liberal Arts Geography
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Patricia Beschen
Business Adminstration
Deborah Betances
Home Economics
Marcia Bettencourt
Elementary Education
Deborah Bianchini
Special Education
Laurie Bieber Priscilla Blount Virginia Blowe Nannette Bonamassa
Art - Advertising Design Home Economics Sociology Elementary Education
Diane Bostwick Iraklis Bourinaris Brian Bowker Sandy Body
Elementary Education Business Adminstration Health and Physical Elementary Education
Education
Elizabeth Boyer Shannon Boyle Linda Bradley Anna Branch
Art Education Elementary Education Home Economics Law/Justice
Gerry Brannign Anthony Briglia Gregory Brooks Steven Brooks
Law/Justice Communications Geography Bus. Admin. - Management
Emily Brous Christine Brown Judith A. Brown Timothy Brown
Home Economics Elementary Education Business Administration Health and Physical
Education
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Jeffrey Brownlee
Comm. - Liberal Arts
Joseph Brunner
Accounting
Mark Bryan
Bus. Admin. - Marketing
Richard Buck
Comm. - Radio/TV/Film
Doreen Buda Daniel Buecher Kimberlee Buell Kathleen Burke
Comm. - Advertising Special Education Secondary Education Comm. - Radio/TV/Film
Paul Campbell
Marketing
Laura Candelmo
Special Education
Esperanza Cantillo
Elementary Education
Anthony Carbone
Industrial Arts
Scott Casuccio Nadine Cathcart Angela Cavallo Sarah Cavanaugh
Business Administration Sociology Elementary Education Comm. - Radio/TV/Film
John Ceplo Lisa Chalk Denise Chapman Veronica Chapman
Political Science Biology Business Administration Elementary Education
Elinor Chester Susan Chester Karin Cigol Monique Clark
Elementary Education Communications Communications Special Education
Rosemary Clendining Barbara Cleveland Jessica Coghill Karen Coletti
Elementary Education Elementary Education Business Administration
Janet Coll Catherine Collins Dorothy Collins Dawn Conte
Comm. - Public Relations Elementary Education Comm. - Journalism Elementary Education
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Dona Costantino
Secondary Education
Costakis Costantinou Edith Coward
Law/Justice
Susan Craft Barbara Crisanti Darrell Crone Joanne Cross
Retailing/Fashion Law/Justice Home Economics Early Childhood Education
Paul Crossland Robin Crossley Francis Cruice Denise D'Ascenzo
English Home Economics Elementary Education Theatre
Claudia D'Occhio Katerina Dabalas Pamela Daebler Dwayne Daids
Elementary Education Business Administration Elementary Education Psychology
Stephen Damico Jeanne Dann Theresa Dante Paula Darpino
Health and Physical Bus. Admin. - Marketing Biology
Education
Robyn Davison Jill Deacon Mario Deantonellis Michelle Debonis
Psychology Bus. Admin. - Accounting Business Administration Psychology
Deborah DeCamp Lauren DeGeorge Joseph Dellaquilla Lori Dennis
Art Bus. Admin. - Ec Industrial Education Accounting
Joseph Denoia Robert Derrico Anne Marie De Santis Carol DeSantis
Business Administration History Business Administration Comm. - Radio/TV/Film
Edward Desiderio
Business Administration
Bryan Devcich
Bus. Admin. - Marketing
Barbara Devine
Accounting
[/
Jose Diaz-Jimenez
Biology
Denise Dibacco Donna Dietrich Ernestine Diggs Sharon Dikter
Communications Communications Computer Science Communications
June Dillon John Dixey Joanne Dolge Carolyn Doorly
Comm. - Advertising Bus. Admin. - Marketing Psychology Home Economics
Susan Doscher Joan Dottavio Monique Dowgin Francesca Drago
Comm. - Liberal Arts Elementary Education Law/Justice Comm. - Radio/TV/Film
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Manuel Driggs Michele Driks Dawn Drummond Debbie Druzbik
Music Home Economics Business Administration Bus. Admin. - Marketing
Joseph Dugan Christine Duggan Lee Dykstra William Easterday
Communications Communications Bus. Admin. - Marketing Business Administration
James Eddy Christal Einwechter Lynne Elwell Emmanuel Emore
Music Secondary Education Psychology Economics
2 10
Tracey Engell Jennifer England Mary English Patrick Ennis
Health and Physical Elementary Education Elementary Education Law/Justice
Education
Stacy Errickson Sharon Eubanks Anne Evans Daphne Evans
Bus. Admin. - Marketing Comm. - Advertising Comm. - Radio/TV/Film Business Administration
Fred Ewell Richard Falasco Robert Falci Joseph Falco
Bus. Admin. - Accounting Business Administration Business Administration History
2)1
Sandy Farquhar Arlene (Hall) Fazzolari Denise Federico Jonathon Fernee
Special Education Elementary Education Comm. - Journalism Math
Eileen Fessler Tracey Finn Kathleen Finnegan Anne Fisch
Communications Bus. Admin. - Marketing Secondary Education Elementary Education
Suzanne Fitzgerald Kimberly Flaim James Flanagan Lynn Fletcher
Music Music Bus. Admin. - Accounting Elementary Education
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Joan Flinn Esther Floyd Martha Foley Dominique Forte
Elementary Education English Bus. Admin. - Finance Business Administration
Gregory Foss Susan Fox Kimberly Franchi Ernest Franciotti
Comm. - Radio/TV/Film Fashion Retailing Health and Physical Business Administration
Education
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Meredith Gambino Suzanne Gatarz Donna Gathright Mary Jean Gender
Comm. - Public Relations Business Administration Business Administration Special Education
Richard Giaquinto Janice Giardinelli Matthew Gibbs Christina Giberson
Law/Justice Speech Comm. Communications Comm. - Journalism
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Steven Giberson William Giberson Christina Gilbert Jeanne Giles
Business Administration Law/Justice Communications Psychology
Maureen Gilmartin Dominick Giorgianni Thomasine Goins Regina Gorman
Bus. Admin. - Marketing Comm. - Advertising Business Administration Secondary Education
Rose Gorman Cynthia Graham Mary Grasso Santina Grasso
Sociology Elementary Education Political Science Business Administration
21 r,
Elaine Grayson
Math
Karen Greeno
Comm. - Radio/TV/Film
Michele Grigoletto
Comm. - Public Relations
Laura Grippaldi
Elementary Education
Constant Hackney
Business Administration
v
A
Tinita Haley
Business Administration
Amy Halpin
Elementary Education
Tami Halter
Elementary Education
Kurt Harms
Bus. Admin. - Accounting
Lisa Anne Harrington
Psychology
Margaret Harris
Elementary Education
Carol Hartelius
Communications
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Scott Hathaway Suzanne Hayes Donna Helm Rita Henderson
Music Bus. Admin. - Marketing Elementary Education Bus. Admin. - Finance
Robyn Hennessey Antoinette Hentschel Darren Hickman Laura Hill
Elementary Education Elementary Education Industrial Education Dietetics
Nancy Hill Vanessa Hill Ronald Hitzler Valerie Holmes
Business Administration Law/Justice Communications French
Amy Horn Leslie Horner Lorene Horton Sherri Houck
Bus. Admin. - Accounting Law/Justice Business Administration Special Education
Richard Howlett Christina Hubler John Hultsch Douglas Hunt
Physical Science Elementary Education Comm. - Journalism Business Administration
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Daryl Fluhr Dawn Irizarry
Business Administration
Alex D. Isaga
Commercial Art
Darleen Iuliucci
Theatre
Linda Jackson
Elementary Education
Margaret Jackson
Socioloy
Ronald Jackson
Business Administration
Charles Jacobsen
Bus. Admin. - Marketing
Karen Jacoby
Bus. Admin. - Marketing
Mark Janiec
Business Administration
Laura Jenkins
Special Education
Myron Jenkins
Industrial Technology
i
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Rosie Jihad
Law/Justice
Alice Johnson
Business Administration
Brenda Johnson Lawrence Johnson
Business Administration
Pamela Jones Otto Juhl Marlene Jung Denise Jupiter
Business Administration Elementary Education Elementary Education Comm. - Advertising
Lisa Justice Caroline Kaiser Michael Kaizar Kathleen Karlak
Comm. - Public Relations Elementary Education Bus. Admin. - Marketing Special Education
Maureen Kavanagh Michelle Keenan John Kelly Kathleen Kelly
Communications Elementary Education Geography Comm. - Advertising
Kathleen Kennedy William Kennedy Michael Keoghan Phillip Kimbrell
Comm. - Public Relations Business Administration Psychology Business Administration
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Michael King Rhett Kirchhoff Keith Kleiven Maryanne Kline
Political Science Economics Bus. Admin. - Marketing Special Education
Jeffrey Knecht Wayne Knecht John Knier Pamela Knight
Bus. Admin. - Marketing Economics Business Administration Special Education
Michelle Knisley Chris Knoth Andrea Koelbel Kenneth Kohler
Elementary Education Geography Comm. - Public Relations Business Administration
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Kolman Lori Korf Michael Kraidman Robert Krall
Speech/Theatre Business Administration Comm. - Liberal Arts Bus. Admin. - Finance
Debraoh Krolin Kimberly Krowitz Kimberly Kulick Lisa Kus
Elementary Education Elementary Education Comm. - Public Relations Comm. - Radio/TV/Film
Karen Kuter Linda Lally William Lamboy Bernard Lamorgia
Political Science Comm. - Journalism Comm. - Public Relations Biology
22)
Danielle LaSure Susan Laterra Natalie Lawson John Lebano
Comm. - Journalism Home Economics Law/Justice Business Administration
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Howard Levinson
Communications
Harry Lewis
Chemistry
Helen Lincoln
Life Science
Marc Lind
Economics
Michele Lindner Anna Marie Lisa Roselee Lisker-Fleming John Logan
Business Administration Elementary Education Speech Communications Computer Science
Erica Long Faith Long Karen Lopez Thomas Lorenz
Music Special Education Home Economics
Thomas Lott Mary Beth Love Linda Lucas Lynn Ludovich
Industrial Technology Special Education English Special Education
Douglas Macdonald Mark Macey David Machulsky Joseph Macminn
Comm. - Advertising Bus. Admin. - Accounting Bus. Admin. - Accounting Economics
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Linda Maglionico Mary Ann Mahoney Jean-Alber Maisonneuve Lily Mann
Comm. - Public Relations Home Economics Bus. Admin. - Marketing Art
Leslie Mansfield Edward Manweiler Stephen Marchunt Linda Marino
Special Education Bus. Admin. - Marketing Bus. Admin. - Marketing Business Administration
Terri Ann Marino Ellin Martens Tess Masatani Michelle Mascoli
Economics English Elementary Education Computer Science
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Linda Matula
Music
Jacqueline Mauriello
Elementary Education
Lucy Mauro
Music
Vincent Mazzeo
Bus. Admin. - Marketing
Rachel McCallum Nathan McCann Mark McCarthy Maureen McCarthy
Psychology Bus. Admin. - Marketing Health and Physical Speech/Theatre/Dance
Education
Michele McCurdy Donna McDermott Robert McFadden Colleen McFerren
Psychology English Bus. Admin. - Accounting Elementary Education
Linda McFetridge Stephen McGarrigan Eileen McGowan Kelley McGrath
Business Administration Music Elementary Education Business Administration
Linda McGrath Mark McKeown Bill McLaughlin Sheri McLaurin
Elementary Education Geography Psychology Elementary Education
Michael McMonagle Kimberly J. McMurray Derik McNair Rose Means
Law/Justice Bus. Admin. - Accounting Comm. - Radio/TV/Film Health and Physical
Education
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Magda Menner Michelle Mentel Carmen Mercado Drue Merkle
Biology Communications Bus. Admin. - Finance Math
David Mermelstein Victor Micklasavage George Mihalko David Miller
Theatre Industrial Technology Bus. Admin. - Marketing Bus. Admin. - Finance
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_
Deidree Miller Donna Miller Michael Miller Michelle Miller
Elementary Education Bus. Admin. - Marketing Bus. Admin. - Management Computer Science
Russell Miller Robert Miller Lisa Mills Kimberly Ann Misewich
Bus. Admin. - Marketing Business Administration Sociology Communications
Nancy Misinkavitch Joseph Miskel Dorothy Mitchell Gabriel Mithillos
Elementary Education Bus. Admin. - Finance Home Economics Business Administration
231
Mitchell Moore Tracy Moore Barbara Morris Donna Murphy
Business Administration Home Economics Elementary Education Elementary Education
Lori Muth Anthony Muzzillo Josephine Xaulty Lisa Neves
Comm. - Radio/TV Film Business Administration Special Education Business Administration
232
Jackie Newell Doris Newman Eloise Newman Michael Newman
Business Administration Law/Justice Elementary Education Industrial Technology
Paul Novitt Fahma Nur Nicholas Obasi Caroline O'Brien
Biology Business Administration Bus. Admin. - Marketing Special Education
Michael O'Brien Denise O'Connor Oladipo Ogunrinde Patricia O'Hara
History Communications Comm. - Radio/TV/Film Elementary Education
233
Charles Okafor Geraldine O'Keefe Damian Okoro Patricia Oltmann
Bus. Admin. - Marketing Health and Physical Law/Justice
Education
Barbara O'Malley Paul O'Neill Debra Ord Louis Orji
School Nursing Health and Physical Special Education Bus. Admin. - Finance
Education
Darlene Orlando Jody Orourke Israel Otuonye Jacquelyn Pace
Home Economics Business Administration Business Administration Bus. Admin. - Accounting
Rosemarie Pacheco Debra Pagden Gregg Paine Hollis Painting
Elementary Education Bus. Admin - Accounting Communications Comm. - Journalism
Vincent Palladino Donna Paolini Robert Parks Suzanne Parmentier
Economics Elementary Education History History
Alan Parsells Barbara Patane Sharon Patterson Richard Paul
Business Administration Business Administration Business Administration Comm. - Radio/TV/Film
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Gregory Payne
Business Administration
Lou Pecsi
Communications
Valerie Peebles
Comm. - Radio/TV/Film
Michele Peia
Law/Justice
Kathleen Penic Teresa Perez Hugh Phifer Robert Picaroni
Elementary Education Sociology Bus. Admin. - Marketing Comm. - Liberal Arts
Todd Pierce Lisa Piero Charles Pildis Lori Pino
Business Administration Health and Physical Elementary Education Comm. - Radio/TV/Film
Education
Daniel Pouch
Bus. Admin. - Accounting
Greg Prescott
Business Administration
Kimberly Price
Special Education
Linda Procharchuck
Comm. - Radio/TV/Film
Steven Quagliero
Bus. Admin. - Marketing
Maureen Quigley
Elementary Education
Edwin Quinn
Communications
Dianne Rabbitt
Elementary Education
237
Jennifer Rainey Judith Ramos
Health and Physical Special Education
Education
Krystale Ramsey
Sociology
Michael Rankin
Comm. - Radio/TV/Film
Annette Rebilas Michele Redwanowski Alison Reed Lisa Reed
Elementary Education Business Administration Home Economics Secondary Education
Denise Reeve Jeffrey Reeves Barbara Rekart Patricia Ribeiro
Comm. - Advertising Biology Business Administration Computer Science
Jay Richardson
Law/Justice
Ron Rico
Business Administration
Kenneth Riley
History
Thomas Robertson
Bus. Admin. - Accounting
Florence Robin Slyvia Robinson Pilar Roettger-Valdes Kathleen Romano
Fine Arts Speech/Theatre Geography Home Economics
239
Laura Russo James Sadlier
Bus. Admin. - Finance
Elizabeth Safka Michael Sagan
Economics
Stefanie Salisbury Donna Sampson Thomas Sanczyk Elizabeth Sands
Elementary Education Law/Justice Health and Physical Math
Education
Bina Sangani Margaret Saniewski Daniel Sansone Lisa Saphire
Computer Science Bus. Admin. - Accounting Law/Justice Biology
Melanie Savage Gregory Saylor Monika Sbresny Richard Scaricamazza
Law/Justice Communications Biology Bus. Admin. - Marketing
Cynthia Schisler Laura Schletter Lisa Schneider Robert Schrock
Elementary Education Theatre Special Education Bus. Admin. - Management
.'41
Jodi Schultz Robyn Schwartz Joanne Scott Thomas Scott
Elementary Education Chemistry Business Administration Communications
Lynette Secchiutti Susan Shannon Fred Sharp Nancy Shaw
Comm. - Advertising Business Administration Geography Elementary Education
Margaret Sheeran Joyce Sherer Beverly Shockey Rebecca Shook
Law/Justice Retail Business Administration Business Administration
242
Deborah Simon Tracey Sippel Kenneth Sirulnick Dwaryn Skeeter
Sociology Elementary Education Comm. - Radio/TV/Film Political Science
Sandra Siangan Jacalin Smith Joseph Smith Michael Smith
Home Economics Elementary Education Comm. - Public Relations Law/Justice
243
Diane Spina Elizabeth Spinelli Stephen Spinelli Gerald Sprengle
Art Elementary Education Industrial Technology Industrial Education
Donna St. Aubyn Eric Stalter Don Stamas John Starner
Business Administration Sociology Business Administration Business Administration
David Stefano Scott Stepanski Mary Stewart Linda Stokes
Economics English Business Administration Music
244
Karen Stone Douglas Stout Timothy Stranahan Daniel Strand
Music Bus. Admin. - Marketing Law/Justice Biology
Margaret String Janel Sum Andrew Summerville Edward Sysol
Business Administration Bus. Admin. - Accounting Math Business Administration
Brenda Taylor Sherri Taylor Robert Ternay Karen Tharney
Special Education Elementary Education Business Administration Business Administration
245
Vincent Thomas Wendy Thomas Rosemary Thomley Glenn Thorpe
Communications Elementary Education Psychology Business Administration
Ii
David Timony
Business Administration
Kathryn Titus
Spanish
Teresa Tocco
Business Administration
Sherry Tomaino
Comm. - Radio/TV/Film
Stephen Torowus Laura Tortorelli James Toscano Sandra Triplett
Business Administration Psychology Musical Theatre Law/Justice
Kathleen Trovarelli Robert Tullo David Turner Suzanne Ulbricht
Elementary Education Law/Justice Business Administration Art
Janine Ulley
Comm. - Public Relations
Daneen Valentino
Special Education
John Valentino
History
Deborah Vancuren
Elementary Education
247
Dianne Velez Donna Venazio Vincent Verdile Darryl Vick
Comm. - Radio/TV/Film Business Administration Bus. Admin. - Finance Comm. - Journalism
Janine Villano Michael Vogel Phillip Von Holtz Joan Waddington
Elementary Education Comm. - Journalism Business Administration Special Education
Ann Waddleton Jeanne Wagner Suzanne Wagner James Wagoner
Bus. Admin. - Marketing Home Economics Business Administration Bus. Admin. - Accounting
248
Deborah Weast
Business Administration
Caroleann Webb
Health and Physical
Education
Marietta Weedeman
Bus. Admin. - Marketing
P. Wehrman
Political Science
Judith Weikel Stephen Weiss
Business Administration
Shelly Welch
Speech/Theatre
Kenneth Welsh
249
Jo Ann Williams Joyce Williams Kathleen Williams Matthew Wilmott
Comm. - Journalism Elementary Education Bus. Admin. - Marketing Law/Justice
250
Michele Wogan Lynn Wohlfarth Cathy Wolf Elizabeth Wolfington
Comm. - Radio/TV/Film Psychology Computer Science Communications
251
Randi Yoskowitz Martin Yost Harry Young Terri Zamrzycki
Special Education Comm. - Radio/TV/Film Computer Science Elementary Education
Catherine Zannone Carmen Zarrelli David Zubrzycki Paul Zubrzycki
Bus. Admin. - Marketing English Comm. - Radio/TV/Film Business Administration
252
Helen H. Zhou Joseph Zyskowski
Bus. Admin. - Accounting Business Administration
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Any last Remaing Wishes?
Thanks to those who hung in there
Hold on it's almost deadline time!
Anybody seen our missing copy?
No!
Kim says, "I can't believe it's a tangible object!"
Such good photography.
Forgot? What do you mean "forgot"?
Organizations?
Right now.
Night and day you worked. Could have been your best year.
Oh, cool, class is cancelled.
THANKS TERRY!
HELP!!!
Ilze, thanks for your help
Herman James
Good luck Gail! I know you will succeed in whatever you do. Pete
Chris, Thanks for all your hard work in meeting the deadlines
OK. Looks good to me.
Mr. Collard, thanks
Members, members, we need members!
Done with any more pages yet?
Every bit counts, thanks a lot WHIT
Photographers get the best exposure
Two non-GSC members, thanks
Apologies from the Oak Staff to Sig Ep and Math/Computer Dept.
The pictures arrived too late for publication





